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Abstract
This research investigation focuses on the design of a rural respite facility for
autism and those affected by it. Autism is a neurodevelopmental condition that
affects approximately 80,000 New Zealanders. It is a condition that impacts
learning styles, communication, social interaction and behaviour. Autism is
traditionally approached through personal aid and therapy often within dull,
clinical environments. Current facilities tend to focus only on the patient while
families and stakeholders are disregarded. This project, which looks to address
this deficiency, explores the potential benefits of architecture in a natural
and rural environment for those affected by autism. Effective architecture
will provide an environment in which one feels safe, where the occupants
can positively develop well-being amongst healthy surroundings. This is
particularly important for those living with/and affected by autism. Over time
there has been a growing awareness of the numbers of people with autism
and New Zealand has one of the highest rates in the world. A lack of adequate
facilities makes life difficult for families and individuals dealing with autism
first-hand which can negatively influence these individuals well-being.
One of the ways that respites and small communities for autism can function
effectively is through a strong connection to the landscape. Studies by Roger S.
Ulrich, a Professor of Architecture at Chalmers University in Sweden illustrate
that changes to healthcare settings, both through aesthetics and ecology, can
improve health outcomes for patients. Ulrich explores the idea of salutogenic
design, which suggests that good somatic, psychiatric and emotional health
is sustained through the ability to adapt to life’s dynamic circumstances. This
can be achieved through the influence of architecture and the ability it has to
leverage the connection between occupants and the natural environment.
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Biophilic design is a field of architectural practice well suited to leveraging
and increasing access to organic elements. Through this field, nature and
architecture have the potential to provide an environment which supports
human well-being. This research investigation poses a series of questions
about the relationship between architecture, the natural environment and
autism: How has architecture treated its role in the field of Autism Respite?
Why is the rural landscape important in terms of well-being? Furthermore, how
can architecture in rural landscape help those affected by autism?
The notion of Prospect and Refuge provides an overarching means for
organising and understanding the relationship between architecture and
nature. Refuge is linked in harmony with respite as it evokes a sense of safety
and protection from surrounding threats. This has a particular impact on autism
as refuge has the ability to remove the stresses and confrontation associated
with hypersensitivity and social integration. Salutogenic and biophilic design,
along with existing theory on design for autism, has been examined and
tested within the context of a natural environment as a means for addressing
the lack of support for those affected by autism. Through the use of a range of
precedent studies including Rousham by English architect William Kent (16851748) and Respite Folly by Graeme Massie, site analysis and literature review
the project explores architectural interventions which can better respond and
support the range of needs associated with autism in New Zealand. It also
investigates the potentials of a rural landscape and how the landscape can
work with architecture to promote human well-being. Through drawing on the
range of theoretical concepts identified, the project has resulted in a respite
facility that is strongly connected to nature, is deeply informed by knowledge
of the needs of those with autism and offers occupants of this facility both a
sense of prospect and refuge.
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Key Terms
Respite - In the context of this thesis, it refers to Respite Facilities, which offer
temporary rest and relief from the stresses and difficulties associated with
autism. It is a facility that supports families as a whole and focuses solely on
autism.
ASD – ‘Autism Spectrum Disorder’.
Well-being – The condition to feel comfortable, healthy, happy and safe.
Hypersensitivity – over-stimulated reactions to senses that cause stress, pain
and discomfort.
Biophilia – This paper will use the definition first suggested by biologist and
Harvard University Professor Edward Osborne Wilson who sees biophilia as an
innately emotional affiliation of human beings to other living organisms.
Biophilic Design – Methods of design orientated around a connection to the
natural world.
Salutogenics – This project will use the definition founded by Israeli-American
sociologist Aaron Antonovsky (1923 – 1994) who defined salutogenics as the
origins of health and appropriate methods to support a variety of conditions,
sickness and disease.
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Salutogenic Design – Appropriate methods and influence of the physical
environment aimed to support the spectrum of conditions, sickness and
disease.
Prospect and Refuge – The project expresses Jay Appleton’s (1919-2015)
theory described as a universal, human behavioural and psychological need for
places that allow a person to see, but without being seen.
View Shafts – View channels that offer a connection to a particular focus
expressed in a natural manner with minimal obstruction.
Breakout Space – An environment that offers escape from surrounding social
and sensory threats.
Almshouses – Charitable housing provided to people in a particular
communities that have disadvantages including poor wealth, health, widows
and elderly
Communal Space – Environments aimed to be shared by all residents
and staff as a place of education, therapy and activities that promote social
interaction.
Private/ Residential Space - Isolated environments occupied solely by
families immersed in the calmness of nature.
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Preface
My interest in this field of research has stemmed from observing first-hand the
lifestyle of a friend’s sibling living with autism—the toll and lifestyle changes on
the family as a result of adapting to the condition are significant for everyone
involved. Difficulties and stress within the household are extremely noticeable
and lack of appropriate support impacts the well-being of the family as a
whole. The impact of the condition on the family affects mental and physical
well-being as well as interfering with social integration and daily choices. It
was apparent through observation and review that there was a significant
inconsistency of support that needed revision. This led to the exploration of
respite facilities centred around humans natural affiliation with nature and
flexibility towards the spectrum of hypersensitivities experienced within
autism.
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Project Outline

Background
The diagnosis of can autism result in a dramatic change to a family’s lifestyle.
Biophilia and salutogenics emphasise the merits nature has on health and
well-being, the rural context evokes a pristine environment surrounded by
components that express a pure form of nature with minimal external urban
distractions. Furthermore, New Zealand has rich reserves of picturesque scenery
that have the potential to be exploited as a means for benefiting health and
well-being. The project Rural Respite explores the potential for architecture
in a rural context to address the needs of those affected by autism. Autism is
an emergent and relatively small field within the architectural discipline, and
because of this, there are not enough architectural facilities to offer support.
Research has proven that access to the natural environment can help those with
autism.1 The severity of autism can differ as can the spectrum, sensitivities to
sound, light, smell or touch might be significant for one individual to manage
but not for another. Support is typically approached through specialised
education and therapy whilst household support and the family environment is
neglected. Whilst there are add on solutions to a household environment such
as introducing colours, art, sound and soft furnishings, architecture is often
fixed and cannot be effectively manipulated to achieve better results.

There are limitations within current facilities due to urban settings that focus
on internal orientation as opposed to outward orientation integrated within
a spectrum of cultures, ecology and wider visual and natural boundaries. The
research aims to find ways whereby biophilic architecture in a rural context can
enhance well-being for children and adults living with autism and caregivers
and families associated with it. The project considers how the landscape in a
rural form can enhance the experience and environment in a respite facility
and what the rural landscape offers in terms of sustaining well-being.2 An
exploration of current and historical architectural approaches will establish
a foundation of understanding. The project identifies what those living with
autism face in terms of their lifestyle and options they currently have and what
implements would further benefit their lifestyle.

1
1979).

2
Edward Osborne Wilson, “Biophilia and the Conservation Ethic,” in The
Biophilia Hypothesis, (Washington, D.C: Island Press, 1993).

Aaron Antonovsky, “Health, stress, and coping,” (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,

The Rural Respite, which is located in the North Auckland region of Waiwera,
aims to offer a temporary escape for families, friends, caregivers and those
living and affected by autism. The facility intends to provide a break for
families and carers; residential and communal environments will work in
harmony together to establish an isolated residence, paired with learning
and therapeutic spaces, facilitated by support workers. Families will gain
temporary relief from typical daily routines, whilst the individuals living with
autism will go through therapeutic and educational programmes associated
with the natural context of the rural environment. Community support from
other affected residents can aid the development and well-being of families
through shared skills, knowledge and support. The intent is to provide a
safe environment for those affected by autism in which they can gain new
experiences, mature and develop well-being. The project uses components
such as view shafts and prospect and refuge to leverage connections with
nature and focal points with the intention to reduce stress and promote
positive well-being.

Further questions to be asked, were: If a respite focused purely on one
disability, what would the outcome be? What would be the effect of introducing
a respite into a rural environment? How can architecture be adaptable to suit
various needs and severities of autism?

Figure 2. Feeding, by Author
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Aims and Objectives
This project aims to explore the connection between architecture and nature
to develop an approach and architectural solution that best assists people
affected by autism in New Zealand. By analysing historical and current respite
care facilities and environments, both success and failure will provide insight
and perimeters to establish a successful approach. The broader purpose
is to develop strategies that can be manipulated and applied throughout
respite care universally. The project aims to combine programmatic functions
of educational and therapeutic environments with escape and refuge of
residential environments. Balance and separation between the programs must
be evident to allow families to gain appropriate respite simultaneously while
individuals living with autism can develop education and therapy associated
with the natural environment.
The overarching objective is to provide families with a break from everyday
stresses through isolation and support centred around social integration and
benefits of the natural world.

Research Question
How can architecture in the rural landscape support those affected by autism?
Figure 3. Flowering, by Author
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Scope and Limitations
Scope
The scope of this project will address matters relating to architectural support
through the comfort and response to the overall environment. The project
explores the landscape and the contribution it provides both architecture
and health. These environmental drivers elicit psychological translation for
the user, ultimately dictating their well-being. The project focuses on all ages
of people living with and affected by autism; families, friends and
caregivers are all affected by the stress and well-being of the condition and
require a response to provide relief. The spectrum of autism poses a wide
variety and solutions to target different senses; the wider connection the
occupant has with family, staff and other residents can elicit social responses.
Cultural integration with the broader community allows the respite to
establish a foundation where occupants gain a natural sense of comfort.
Limitations
This project primarily focuses on salutogenic3 and biophilic4 design regarding
respite care for autism. Prospect and refuge5 will be used as a tool to leverage
the impact of biophilic and salutogenic design to extract the greatest potential
and support between, human, nature and architecture. This project does not
address the entirety of mental disabilities and their care. This project does not
provide a cure–architecture will contribute to the mental well-being of the
occupants as a support. This project cannot cure.

Figure 4. Petting, by Author
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3
Aaron Antonovsky, “Health, stress, and coping,” (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1979).
4
Edward Osborne Wilson, “Biophilia and the Conservation Ethic,” in The
Biophilia Hypothesis, (Washington, D.C: Island Press, 1993).
5
Jay Appleton, “The Experience of Landscape,” (Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley,
1996).
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State of Knowledge in the Field
Autism
Autism is a neurological condition of variable severity that is marked by
“persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction [as well as
displaying] restricted repetitive patterns of behaviour, interest or activities.”6
Both autism and well-being are linked to neurology and have various effects on
the way one feels and acts. The term well-being refers to the condition of being
comfortable, healthy, or happy. From these definitions, nature and architecture
portray the ability to achieve adaptable environments, which will provide
healthy, comfortable and happy environments.
“After diagnosis, there is often a ‘black hole’ for families.“7
Educators and authors Elizabeth Attfield & Hugh Morgan highlight the need
to support caregivers in their book, Living with Autistic Spectrum Disorders:
Guidance for Parents, Carers and Siblings. They suggest, that respite care is
a key model that is likely to elicit the most favourable outcomes for parents,
families and carers.8 Parent-to-parent support allows new and current parents
to feel less isolated through shared knowledge, support and skills to gain
confidence with the condition.
A family respite facility can develop support through the interaction of
surrounding social environments, providing occupants with support and a
temporary break from typical duties. The guidelines state that the most potent
form for reducing stress is through structured interventions focusing on
behaviour and cognitive development.9 A structured architectural foundation
provides a base from which social and cognitive development can develop.
6
“What is Autism?” National Autistic Society, accessed October 19, 2020.
https://www.autism.org.uk/advice-and-guidance/what-is-autism.
7
Anonymous, “Voices: People with ASD and Their Families/ Whänau,” New
Zealand Autism Spectrum Disorder Guideline Summary, (March 2008): xii.
8
Elizabeth Attfield & Hugh Morgan, “Living with Autistic Spectrum Disorders:
Guidance for Parents, Carers and Siblings,” (California: Sage Publications, 2007).
9
The Ministry of Health, “Support for Individuals, Families and Carers,” New
Zealand Autism Spectrum Disorder Guideline, no. 2 (July 2016): 60.
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Figure 5. Shelter, by Author
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Research Through Literature

Research Through Design

The theories extracted through literature have addressed natures relationship
and impact on humans as an innate connection that is able to dictate positive
well-being. Autism, biophilia, salutogenics, prospect and refuge and a vast
scope of knowledge developed a foundation from which theories towards
health, well-being and nature could overlap and support the condition of
autism.

The information gathered from theories and precedents studies has been
applied through conceptual development where methods and approaches
were highlighted through successful connection to the natural world and
flexibility towards the spectrum of autism. The balance between universal
strategies and site-specific natural qualities enabled the programme and
connection to the natural world to shape an environment that promotes wellbeing of the families and individuals interacting with it.

Research Through Precedents
A series of architectural, programmatic, historical and conceptual approaches
were studied to establish a framework from which an architectural body centred
around autism could emerge. The aim was to identify various treatments of
nature through an architectural lens and how the application of these methods
could balance function, experience, well-being and the spectrum of autism
through humanities innate relationship with nature.
Research Through Site

Figure 6. Massey Ferguson, by Author

Methods
Research and professional knowledge has been crucial in defining the project,
constant assessment and balance between design approaches and theory
allowed the development of design to engage with the natural landscape and
the spectrum of autism appropriately.
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Prospect and refuge and its ability to leverage biophilic and salutogenic
attributes was a fundamental driver in site selection. Sites were narrowed
down through their ability to provide the most appropriate and significant
connection to the natural world. Theories and key principles were used to
analyse topography that offered variation, healthy complexity in a scene and
view shafts that evoke a great sense of prospect. The site ultimately influenced
the proximity of natural components and isolation between architectural forms.
Balance between natural density, complexity and openness controls one’s
attention and circulation through view channels and focal features. Natural
variation in topography arranges sub environments and program functions
into an organic manner where immediate natural and social surroundings can
influence positivity towards well-being.
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History and Approaches to Mental Health

Palaeolithic

The analysis of historical approaches towards respite and mental healthcare has
be identified through exploring physical, psychological and moral perspectives.
The term ‘mental illness’ or ‘insane’ is used throughout history as a means to
describe a considerable variation in mental health; the broad term was used
due to a lack of understanding, historical attitudes towards mental health
were often hostile and resulted in unhygienic and confinement of those with
the condition. The approach to mental illness has dramatically adapted over
history; modern-day approaches have the technology and knowledge to
address specific needs and requirements to support various conditions in the
most ethically appropriate way.

Archaeologist Penny Spikins believes that symptoms seen within autism
were advantageous to humanity, the inclusion of individuals with different
minds and abnormal environmental understanding lead to the survival of
the Homo sapiens species. The fine, intricate, environmental details of the
cave art in Lascaux in the southwest of France have thought to have been the
process of individuals with ‘detail focus’ linked to conditions such as autism.11
The ‘detail focus’ symptoms of autism allowed the Homo sapiens species to
understand the environment more thoroughly to develop patterns, memory
and techniques to survive.12
Neolithic

The term respite originates from Old French and Anglo-Norman ‘respit’ which
refers to ‘delay, respect’. The Latin term ‘respectus’ refers to the ‘act of looking
back at one with consideration, recourse and regard’.10
Respite is a modern-day approach to embrace disabilities, offering temporary
support and relief from everyday stresses.

A burial site in France discovered Trephinated skulls dated back to 6500 BC
suggesting that treatment for mental illness was through a physical procedure
on the body.13 The method was applied to relieve headaches and people acting
abnormally as a way to relieve evil spirits.14

11
Penny Spikins, Callum Scott and Barry Wright, “How Do We Explain ‘Autistic
Traits’ in European Upper Palaeolithic Art?” in Open Archaeology 4, (May 2018), https://
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/05/180514095522.htm.
12
David Keys, “Prehistoric autism helped produce much of the world’s earliest
great art, study says,” Independent, May 14, 2018, https://www.independent.co.uk/
news/science/archaeology/prehistoric-autism-cave-paintings-barry-wright-penny-spikins-university-of-york-a8351751.html.
13
Richard Restak, “Fixing the Brain,” Mysteries of the Mind. (Washington, D.C:
National Geographic Society, 2000).
14
Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, “Looking at Abnormality,” Abnormal Psychology
Fifth Edition, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2011),10.

10
“Respite (n.),” Online Etymology Dictionary, accessed April 7, 2020, https://
www.etymonline.com/word/respite.
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Figure 7. Lascaux, by Prof Saxx

Figure 8. Trephination, by Author
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Greece
Hippocrates (460BC- 375BC) was an ancient Greek physician; his ethical
approach towards patients focused on the environment or occupation of the
individual as a form of ‘healing’. Hippocrates studied nature and observed
one’s lifestyle as an appropriate method to support and recovery; he stressed
the importance of scenic environments on health and how climates, water and
views influence positive health.16
Egypt
Ancient Egyptians recognised that the brain was the core of mental processes
and functions associated with memory, hearing and understanding. Therefore
the medicine of ancient Egypt suggested that those with mental illness engage
in recreational activities including dance, music and painting as an ancient
form of sensory modulation.17
Medieval Age

Figure 9. Hippocrates, by Granger Historical Picture Archive

Evil spirits were believed to possess those with mental abnormalities; medicine
was applied to the wrists, temples and chest, combined with baths, rest and
‘magical’ shields around the neck to remove spirits from the body.18 Many
villages took mentally disabled people in and looked after them treating
them like children.19 Asylums were introduced as a physical means to remove
the mentally ill from the community; chains and restraints were used on the
violent and ‘insane’ patients, whilst lower risk patients were able to roam
around the complex and adjacent neighbourhood. Hospices were later
introduced to support the community and those in need.20

Ancient Age
Arabia
The earliest recorded reference to natures impact on health resided on an
ancient cuneiform tablet from the Protoliterate Sumer (4000 BC- 3001 BC). The
tablet describes how the paradisal garden of Dilmun was a place where beings
were unaffected by illness. Dilmun expresses the qualities of a respite, where
an environment has no threats, stress and removes the concept of sickness
through natures purest form.15

15
“Paradise,” Encyclopedia.com, accessed April 11, 2020, https://www.
encyclopedia.com/philosophy-and-religion/other-religious-beliefs-and-general-terms/
religion-general/paradise.
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16
Linda Steg, Agnes E. Berg, and Judith I. Groot, “Health Benefits of Nature,” in
Environmental Psychology: An Introduction (Hoboken:
John Wiley & Sons, 2013), 48.
17
Mervat Nasser, “Psychiatry in Ancient Egypt,” Bulletin Of The Royal College Of
Psychiatrists, Vol 11 (December 1987): 421.

18
Edith A. Wright, “Medieval Attitudes Towards Mental Illness,” Bulletin of the
History of Medicine Vol. 7, no. 3 (March, 1939), 354.
19
“Mental Illness During the Middle Ages,” Encyclopedia.com, accessed
April 11, 2020, https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/mental-illness-during-middle-ages.
20
Janet F. Carlson, “Clinical Assessment,” in Encyclopedia of Mental Health, ed.
Howard S. Friedman (Cambridge, MA: Academic Press, 2015), 293.

Figure 10. Asylum patients in steam cabinets. Missouri Secretary of State.
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Renaissance

19th Century

An imbalance of understanding around the world meant that people were in
hospitals that did not suit their condition resulting in poor care and usually
death.21 Almshouses and community support allowed people to engage with
nature through a neighbourhood environment. Almshouses were charitable
housing that offered a more permanent residence that was typically focused
towards the poor or elderly;22 this was an emerging form of respite that
provided a close connection to nature and community.

The moral approach of this period created a movement towards appropriate
treatment; special education was introduced through the French psychologist
Alfred Binet’s (1857-1911) approach of comparing student scores and agebased expectations.25 Binet’s approach evoked an isolated outlook to various
conditions, abilities and needs of an individual. The condition of shell shock
from the First World War lead to a new understanding and approach of those
experiencing mental health issues. Compassion and support drove changes
within the field of mental health, and specialised housing was developed.
These included “independent tenancies with community workers providing
outreach support”.26 Community-based in-home mental health workers, social
workers and day services were introduced to aid those as a form of respite;
this allowed a health worker to enter the home of the patient and temporarily
alleviate household stress.

Contemporary Age
18th Century
Asylums emerged on the outskirts of major cities engaging with the rural
environment to create a ‘retreat-like’ facility.23 Most of these environments
were self-sufficient and were able to live off the land, water, farms and factories
located in immediate proximity. New Zealand’s approach during this period
was through physical exercise and work within the gardens of asylums,
introducing patients into a natural setting where nature was able to aid
‘healing’.24 Evaluation of conditions became more common during the late
1800s, and individuals were able to receive more appropriate treatment.

21
“The hospital experience in medieval England,” History Extra, accessed
April 12, 2020, https://www.historyextra.com/period/medieval/the-hospital-experience-in-medieval-england/.
22
Stella Fletcher, “Renaissance Europe,” The Longman Companion to Renaissance Europe, 1390-1530, (London: Taylor & Francis, 2000),114.
23
Helen Killapsy, “From the Asylum to Community Care: Learning From Experience,” British Medical Bulletin 79-80, no. 1 (December 2006): 247.
24
“Story: Mental Health Services,” Te Ara, accessed April 7, 2020, https://teara.
govt.nz/en/mental-health-services.
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Figure 11. Gabbemagasthuis in Leeuwarden, by Melda Wibawa

25
Janet F. Carlson, “Clinical Assessment,” in Encyclopedia of Mental Health, ed.
Howard S. Friedman (Cambridge, MA: Academic Press, 2015), 293.
26
Killapsy, “From the asylum to community care: learning from experience,”
251.

Figure 12. Empathy and Support, by Author
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Kiwis Today
Respite facilities are a successful form of support to provide a break from
everyday life and struggles. The removal of everyday stress and other internal
and external factors allows one to focus on themselves in a supportive setting.
There are 81 forms of respite around New Zealand, ranging from in-house care,
family respite, and out-of-house care. Current respite facilities are inadequate
for the 1.1 million people living with a disability in New Zealand. Facilities are
often not specialised, and result in a range of different disabilities being cared
for in the same vicinity, thus, impacting overall quality of care.28 There is a lack
of respite options for those with autism and their families in New Zealand. 57
of the 81 forms of respite are targeted towards adults, and the remaining 24
facilities are either family orientated or children specific. The majority of respite
facilities approach care through an isolated singular dwelling that does not
encourage social integration.

Closer to Home
A strong movement towards community care, including special programmes
designed for Māori and Pacific Islanders, was developed in the 1970s;
Mangere Hospital was the first New Zealand institution to convert to
community living as a form of out-of-home respite for various cultures, families
and individuals.27

Figure 13. Physical and Mental Respites in NZ, by Author
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27
“Our History,” Spectrum Care Te Wai Kahukura Atawhai, accessed April 12,
2020, https://www.spectrumcare.org.nz/about/who-we-are/our-history/.

28
“Disability Survey 2013 - Media Release,” Stats NZ, accessed April 7, 2020,
http://archive.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/health/disabilities/DisabilitySurvey_
MR2013.aspx.

Figure 14. Building 1 (Carrington Asylum) image by Eric Lo
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2.0 LITERATURE
			 REVIEW
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Causes and Brain Development
The causes of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) are not precisely known but can
be linked to the development and abnormalities of the brain structure and
function as well as genetic factors. The brain development of a child with ASD
appears faster than regular children during early childhood resulting in the
brain having more cells than it requires as well as a poor connection between
the cells. Poor connections do not allow the brain to develop a hierarchy
between important and redundant information resulting in information
overwhelming the brain.30

Literature Review
This literature review explores biophilia, salutogenics, prospect and refuge and
respite care in order to identify strategies for supporting those with autism.
Existing texts and professional knowledge centred around well-being and
the impacts nature has on health and well-being will be studied. Across this
review, the term well-being will be linked with nature and rural environments
to establish how the rural environment can benefit those living with autism.
The term well-being refers to the condition of being comfortable, healthy, or
happy.29 From this definition, it is understood that well designed architecture
that connects with nature has the potential to greatly foster human well-being.
Figure 15. Small Maple Silhouette
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29
2019.

“The Definition of Well-Being,” Www.dictionary.com, accessed August 2,

30
“Causes of autism spectrum disorder,” raisingchildren.net.au, accessed
August 5, 2019.

Figure 16. Real Fingerprint, by Author, original image by Andrey
Burmakin
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Figure 18. Sight, by Author

Figure 17. Soundwave, by Author

Sensitivities
Autism presents with a range of symptoms and sensitivities including
sensitivities associated with sight, touch and sound which will be explained
in more detail below. These sensitivities result in stress, distractions and
uncertainty for autistic individuals. By minimising over-stimulation and
distraction in an environment, an autistic individual’s well-being can be
promoted.
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Sight
Researchers have linked visual sensitivities to pupillary light reflex, which
is the reaction and adjustment to brightness.31 Harsh colour and patterns
may increase confusion, anxiety, distraction and fixation. Natural light has a
spectrum of different colours that can influence moods and regulate circadian
rhythms (sleep-wake cycle; mellow colours can relax and trigger creativity. The
condition of synesthesia is associated with autism; it involves experiencing
another sense through sight.32 Active approaches for modulating sight is
through sensory rooms, projectors and fibre optic lights for calming colours.

31
Irene Sperandio, Katy Unwin, Oriane Landry, Philippe Chouinard, “Size
Constancy is Preserved but Afterimages are Prolonged in Typical Individuals with
Higher Degrees of Self-Reported Autistic Traits,” Journal of Autism and Developmental
Disorders. (November 2016).
32
“People ‘See’ Common Letters in Brighter Colors,” Andrea Thompson,
accessed April 17, 2020, https://www.livescience.com/4633-people-common-lettersbrighter-colors.html.

Figure 19. How Light Can Help Autistic Children, Konica Minolta
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Touch
Social and emotional information associated with touch is typically unable
to be processed correctly; the hypersensitivity of touch can result in anger,
distraction, fixation and even pain. Sensory modulation through various
textures allows one to develop a spatial understanding; over activity at the
early stages of life develops a foundation for social contact to have long-term
improvement throughout life.33 Architecture can aid the sense of touch through
a medium between social and physical relationships; interactivity between a
person and materials allows one to develop comfort within a physical setting.

Smell
Those living with autism can become overwhelmed by subtle smells; autistic
individuals use different regions of the brain to distinguish familiar and
unfamiliar individuals through scent.35 Sweat is believed to convey social and
emotional information and can be linked to the instability of social connections
amongst autism; researchers at the multidisciplinary research institution in
Israel, the Weizmann Institute of Science state that those with autism can
determine and recognise fear and relaxation amongst other emotions through
sweat.36 Familiar scents and odours can be utilised as a relaxant in therapy.

Figure 23. Balance, by Author

Figure 21. Sound, by Author

Balance and Body Awareness
Those with autism typically have enhanced attention towards interoception
(internal signals and feelings) significantly more than the typical person;
however, have difficulty interpreting these cues.37 Thus, causing individuals to
fixate, which removes mental presence and awareness of one’s environment
often impacting social interaction. A person living with interoception
challenges may only have few emotions they understand, whilst the rest of the
time their emotional state is blank; this can lead to frustration and discomfort.38

Sound
Twenty percent of those with autism have exceptional pitch whilst others
may have trouble processing volume or tone;34 these symptoms can result in
distraction, fixation distress and even pain through an inability to adjust and
filter noise. Sound and music therapy can gain more robust psychological and
behavioural responses resulting in a beneficial method to promote creativity
and well-being. Architecture can reduce noise through soft furnishings,
acoustically stable environments and breakout spaces as a result of distress.
Figure 22. Smell, by Author

Figure 20. Touch, by Author
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“New hope for sensory calm,” The Harvard Gazette: Science & Technology,
accessed April 18, 2020, https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/
citation-guide-1.html.
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Marina Sarris “What Do We Know About Noise Sensitivity In Autism?”
(Interactive Autism Network at Kennedy Krieger Institute, 2015).
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autism,” Spectrum News, (May 2018).
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Behavioural Intervention
Discrete Trial Training (DTT), which was developed by Ivar Lovaas at the
University of California, Los Angeles, is a technique used by practitioners of
applied behaviour analysis. DTT breaks down individual skills to their most
basic forms through simplified and structured steps in a social setting. Speech,
communication, writing and daily living tasks are addressed through this
method which can build social confidence and reduce future stress.39 Through
an architectural lens, forms and programmes can be broken down into their
simplest form; spaces must remain flexible to impact particular, diverse
learning styles.

Sight

Touch

Smell
Residence

Figure 24. Discrete Trial Training, by Author

Interventions for Autism
The fundamental interventions for autism focus on theory, based around
human interaction and the cause and behaviours of autism. How can these
theories of ‘cause’ work in harmony with architecture and human beings’
natural affiliation with nature?

Sound
Figure 25. Discrete Trial Training Through an Architectural Lens, by Author

39
“What is Learning Behaviour,” Northampton Centre for Learning Behaviour,
accessed April 16, 2020, http://www.ncflb.com/aboutus/learningbehaviour/.
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Architecture

Developmental Intervention
Surroundings
(Social environment)

Those with autism often rely on encouragement through physical actions
and presence from familiar individuals to help develop routine and
communication.40 The method of developmental intervention is through the
response of immediate surroundings; positive response results in skills that
can be developed and associated with future environments whilst a negative
response can significantly affect social cues, communication and connections.41

Event

Response

How can architecture work as a ‘response’ that can positively develop
connections and communication in social settings?

User
Interactivity
Responsive Architecture
Interactive and responsive architecture allows the building to adapt its form,
shape, colour or character to its immediate environment, enabling one to
manipulate it, receiving various responses and actions. A responsive typology
creates a medium between physical and social connections; encouraging
physical integration with surrounding architectural elements, an increase of
opportunity and confidence can be developed towards social settings.42

40
“Family therapy for autism spectrum disorders,” Cochrane Library, accessed
April 17, 2020, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6484452/.
41
“Developmental Interventions,” Research Autism, accessed April 16, 2020,
http://www.researchautism.net/autism-interventions/types/behavioural-and-developmental/developmental.
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Interactivity

Figure 26. Responsive Architecture, by Author

42
Anne P. Taylor & George Vlastos, School Zone: Learning Environments for
Children (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1975) 28.
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Figure 27. Simon Humphreys, by Author

Simon Humphreys
Simon Humphreys is an architect who designs with principles derived from the
senses of autism and architectural history. He believes harmony and simplicity
of traditional design principles can achieve a supportive environment for
autism. “With architecture it is sometimes what you don’t do that has impact
for individual’s with autism.” 43

43
Simon Humphreys, “Autism & Architecture,” accessed April 24, 2020, http://
www.researchautism.net/publicfiles/pdf/Simon%20Humphreys%20Autism%20
Show%202016.pdf.
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The lack of filtration of information seen within the condition of autism
means that stimulation is overwhelmed, and information is not processed
simultaneously. Calm and order is the approach of maintaining physical
hierarchy through the lens of simplicity; this reduces stimulation and prevents
one from becoming overwhelmed or lost within a space. Restraint with clarity
and simplicity evokes a manageable environment, allowing one to recognise
and process information correctly. Distinction and clarity ensure a clear
contrast between environments and their programs. For families and support
workers, it is crucial to observe without intrusion to provoke independence
and reduce social confrontation. A place of containment and escape is
essential to elicit a sense of safety and protection from immediate demands
or stresses. Prospect and refuge is particularly successful in developing a
safe place of containment and protection, through the ability to promote
visual depth towards natural surroundings or threats whilst evoking security
through immediate perimeters of refuge. Humphreys refers to materials as
the “muscle and skin”44 of architecture, where the character and presence of
forms are experienced; materials must be limited and calming with neutral
colours, natural forms and good acoustic qualities to prevent hypersensitivity.
Movement and circulation should connect spaces through direction and
flow in a non-confronting and simple orientation. Generous circulation space
reduces social confrontation and stress. The flexibility of space should provide
support towards various conditions and sensitivities through spatial adaption
and change, perception of these spaces must be seen through the eyes of
one living with autism; if one detail is changed the whole scene becomes
noticeably different. Architecture must focus on human beings as a whole to
evoke traditional living styles and a sense of normality.45

44
45

Humphreys, “Autism & Architecture”
Humphreys, “Autism & Architecture”

Figure 28. Design Museum-John Pawson, image by Jared Cocken
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Social Settings
Relationships with people of all ages is a key component in developing
sensorimotor functions, early cognitive properties, trust and interpersonal
development. Village or campus-like plans establish an environment that
is not overwhelming for the occupant; they are welcoming and less confronting
than a single monolithic structure.46 The spatial arrangement of a village or
campus is reflective of a community; this typology provides a sense of support
and environmental inclusion. Separation of buildings allows the occupants to
develop social and environmental integration with a wider external context.
Activity-shaped spaces dictate the arrangement and function between
organisation and learning; corner nooks can facilitate unfrequented activities
and remove typical perimeter organisation and voids.47 Ceiling height can
dictate spatial functions, high ceilings attract dynamic behaviour with abstract
thinking, whilst lower ceiling heights encourage quiet behaviour and attentive
thinking.48 Open spaces encourage children to be physically and mentally
active with greater tactile and sensory exploration. Closed structures exhibit a
higher amount of rejection, frustration and pain from social interactions, clear
boundaries constrain sensory stimulation and reduce individual initiative.49
Home base is typically associated with home-like atmospheres, comfort and
safety. Those who have a physically secure and emotionally stable home base
are likely to explore further socially and physically.50 This has been explored
through the design process in developing isolated residence where one can
identify safety and refuge removed from the stresses of social environments.
In order to evoke further exploration, the environment should be rich with a
variety of distinct focal points. Home bases must be isolated to establish an
identity and privacy associated with a specific occupant.51

Figure 29. Cubby Nook, by Author
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An increase of sensory experience and understanding develops when one can
see beyond their immediate surroundings;52 this is especially significant within
the rural environment where one is typically able to experience vast views and
topographical variety.

52
Donald Appleyard, “Styles and methods of structuring a city,” Environment
and Behavior 2, no. 1 (June 1970): 100-117.

51

Mechanisms for Calming
Breakout Space

Sensory Modulation

These spaces provide a dedicated, calm escape that provides time away
from noise, activity and demands, through safe retreat and refuge. These
environments remove the ‘threat’ of social confrontation; compact and
enclosed space elicits greater comfort and security. Carers have identified
that breakout spaces are fundamental for the development of sensory
modulation;53 music, soothing colours and fresh smells provide a calming
distraction, whilst soft furnishings, weighted blankets, and bean bags add to
the sense of safety and protection.54 This calming mechanism is an important
component in a range of design typologies of the final design outcome.

Sensory modulation involves the use of objects to “gain skills in selfmanagement and changing emotional states by using sight, sounds, smells,
movement and feel”.55 Sensory modulation positively stimulates the mind
through distraction and develops knowledge centred around physical objects.56
Studies have identified that children with autism often find it calming to work
with animals; animals have seen to reduce stereotyped behaviour, lessen
sensitivity and increase the inclination and ability to connect socially with
others.57 The rural context supports the notion of animals and promotes this
through design strategies and programmes in the development of the design.
Through architectural intervention, sensory modulation can be expressed
through sensory objects and isolation, allowing one to gain a heightened
understanding through sensory focus.
Architecture can develop the user’s confidence through interaction and
sensory isolation; a positive response from physical and social surroundings
develops a behavioural understanding that can aid future reference. Balance
between mutual forms and tones within the variations of the rural landscape
have the potential to develop an environment where one can gain significant
experience built from a calm, supportive foundation.
Figure 30. Breakout Space, by Author

Subtle nooks and branches extend architectural movement and provide an
opportunity of escape that is easy to navigate. Curved forms are able to offer an
embracing sense of comfort.
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Biophilic Design
Biophilia is an intrinsic and genetically harmonious relationship of human
beings with the natural world; the word biophilia derives from the Greek word
bio meaning “organic life”, and philia, meaning “fondness or love for”. The
practice of biophilic design involves the incorporation of natural components
into the built environment. German-born American psychoanalyst Erich Fromm
introduced the term ‘biophilia’ in 1964;58 biologist and Harvard University
Professor Edward Osborne Wilson popularised the term through his book
Biophilia written in 1984. Wilson’s research explores the innately emotional
affiliation of human beings to other living organisms.59 A healthy relationship
with nature can benefit mental health, reduce stress and improve the process
of healing. Natural scenes hold attention more effectively with less pressure
on the mind, therefore, promoting well-being through depletion of fear and
stress.60

Nature and Well-being

Figure 31. Cherry Blossom Tree, by Hi Clip Art
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In regard to this project, the term well-being is defined by the condition of
feeling comfortable, healthy, happy and safe. Nature can play a significant
role in shaping an individual’s well-being, therefore, providing a comfortable
quality of living. Biophilia is a theoretical device that addresses well-being
through its ability to leverage and increase access to organic elements.
This project focuses on incorporating landscape and surrounding natural
environments through biophilic design; it will address relationships with
nature, including the prospect of views, light and ecosystems. It also highlights
the significant impacts of biophilic design and how it provides a bridge
between people and the natural world.

Whilst the concept of biophilia is modern, the relationship between human
beings and nature is not. Thales of Miletus (626-545BCE), the founder of
natural philosophy, wrote: “The principle of all things is water; all comes from
water, and to water all returns.”61 The element of water encloses and drives the
developed design and orientation as a form of natural prospect and a physical
perimeter between the support of the respite and external surroundings. Early
human society was structured around hunting and gathering which meant
humans were intimately involved with other organisms. Wall paintings within
the cave systems of Lascaux reinforce the importance nature and animals had
on Upper Palaeolithic cultures as a mean to survive. Trees, soil and vegetation,
are all primal elements that offer resources for humans and animals to survive.

58
Edward Osborne Wilson, Biophilia, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1984).
59
Edward Osborne Wilson, “Biophilia and the Conservation Ethic,” in The
Biophilia Hypothesis, (Washington, D.C: Island Press, 1993), 32.
60
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61
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Cambridge University Press, 1959), 296.

Figure 32. The Roman Aqueduct of Pont du Gard, image by Michael
Gwyther-Jones
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Figure 33. Stephen R. Kellert, by Author

The late Stephen R. Kellert (1944-2017) was a Professor of Social Ecology who
identified a framework for biophilia in the text The Biophilia Hypothesis.62 He
believed biophilic design had two primary dimensions: organic (naturalistic)
design which elicit shapes and forms within buildings and landscapes that
directly, indirectly, or symbolically evoke people’s inherent affinity for the
natural environment. Vernacular (or place-based) design fosters a connection
to surrounding culture, history, and ecology within a geographical context.
Through this understanding, Kellert developed a framework that attends to
the direct, indirect and experiential relationships between human-beings,
buildings and the natural world.
62
Stephen R. Kellert, “The Biophilia Hypothesis,” (Washington, D.C: Island
Press, 1993)
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In terms of his framework, Kellert identifies five components which define
the direct experience of nature within the rural environment. Natural light
enables ecological to flourish life and develops a sense of orientation through
a “contrast of lighter and darker areas and changes of daylight over time.”63
Differentiating natural light presents flexible method of support to the varying
sensitivities of sight experienced with autism. Natural ventilation enhances
comfort and increased productivity through variations in temperate, airflow,
humidity and barometric pressure; achieved through strategies that gain
access to the outside environment. The eminent academic and author Roger
S, identifies that animals play a crucial role in well-being, they retain human
attention with little or no pressure on the mind.64 Water/blue space has the
potential to address a range of senses including touch, sight, sound, and taste,
it is known to reduce stress and should portray cleanliness and movement as a
feature. Plants, natural landscapes and ecosystems should express a selfsustaining manner; qualities such as soil, rocks, plants and geological forms
evoke a positive perspective on the built environment. Kellert identifies natural
ecosystems to “contribute to physical health, improve comfort, and enhance
performance and productivity.”65 Plant-life should relate to a greater ecology
and express a variety in colour, size and texture.
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Natural Light

Figure 34. Forest Light Rays, by Bo Nielsen

Natural Ventilation

Figure 35. The Air Element: A Complete Guide To Its
Influence On The Air Signs, by Denise

Animals

Figure 36. Mountain Goat On The Top Of A Rock
Overlooking The Valley, by Denni Van Huis

Water/Blue Space

Figure 37. Soft Water Ripples, by Elvira Peretsman

Plants, Natural Ecosystems
Figure 38. One Forest, by One Forest
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Age, Change and Time

Figure 39. Moss on Timber, by Unknown

Information Richness

Figure 40. Geotube Tower, by Faulders Studio

Naturalistic Forms/ Biomimicry Natural Colour
Figure 41. Thorncrown Chapel, image by Randall
Connaughton

Figure 42. Misty Forest, by Unknown

Natural Materials

The indirect experience of nature expresses a distant relationship between
human beings and the physical, natural world; this relationship develops
through elements that reflect the natural world. Natural materials can
capture organic properties of the natural world and elicit cognitive responses
through changes in materiality. Natural colours have served historically
as a fundamental mean for locating food, water and sense of direction. “The
effective biophilic application of colour should generally favour muted ‘earth’
tones characteristic of soil, rock, and plants.”66 Naturalistic shapes and
forms/biomimicry can extract dynamic qualities that represent the natural
environment; biomimicry can achieve strengths, controls and solutions
through mathematical properties and patterns developed by other species.
Ulrich identifies that a moderate to high complexity and rich information
within a scene is preferred by humans as a basis to occupy the mind with little
stress or pressure.67 Age, change and time reflect the dynamics within a
forever changing natural environment. A mutating appearance within the
built environment portrays the natural ability to adapt; age and weathering of
materials expresses natural dynamic qualities that people innately respond to
with positive natural affiliation.

Figure 43. Ivy climbing the wall of an abandoned
building, by Yure
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The experience of space and place enables human beings and other species
to identify threats and safety; English landscape architect Lancelot (Capability)
Brown (1716-1783) was renowned for achieving the element of prospect
and refuge, which enables one to perceive both danger and opportunity
through a sense of protection. Vast landscapes allow one to gather a strong
sense of prospect through a balance of elevation, deep views shafts and
natural density.68 Safety and protection reside within confined interiors;
vast landscapes and views enhance refuge as the notion of external ‘threat’
increases. Approaching design through an ecological attachment to place,
a sense of grounding and stability develops through territorial surroundings
and culture. Kellert states that “Cultural and ecological attachments to place
often motivate people to conserve and sustain both natural and human-built
environments.”69 Roger Ulrich describes organised complexity as a critical
element to reduce stress within a natural scene; moderate to high complexity,
addressing depth and a focus, stimulates the mind with little pressure through
structured orientation and understanding of a scene.70

Figure 44. Support, by Author
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East Lake Pavilion, Capability Brown

Figure 45. Capability Brown Is the Landscape Designer Behind England’s Most
Iconic Gardens, by Mitchell Owens
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Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown (1716-1783)
The English landscape architect Lancelot Brown, more commonly known as
Capability Brown manipulated landscapes utilising view shafts and refuge to
address focal points. He has developed more than 250 sites spreading over
200 squared miles incorporating gardens, parks, pleasure grounds, deep
drives and typically an artificial sheet of water into his scenes.71 His approach
allowed large scale landscapes to appear natural, irregular and primitive’. The
home was treated as the heart of the environment and greatest place of refuge;
Brown introduced surrounding architectural forms as points of prospect, which
in turn, one can occupy as sub-environments of refuge. Through a change in
topography and density in surrounding natural elements, Brown was able to
gain a sense of protection amongst the environment. Patterns, rhythm and
hierarchy allow depth and views to appear much more significant, through a
balance in irregular and formal layouts Brown was able to elicit psychological
variation.

Formal Prospect
Structured hierarchy, patterns and rhythm, typically provide a
greater sense of prospect due to calculated unobstructed views
and regularity. A formal environment appears more confronting and deters one from interacting as formality and structure
portray importance and privacy.

Casual Prospect
Figure 46. View from the Temple of Concord and Victory towards Lord Cobham’s
Pillar, image by Andrew Butler
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Casual prospect develops through irregular layouts and
hierarchy within dense elements; view shafts appear natural and
highlight focal points, encouraging interactivity. An imperfect
environment appears less confronting and more appropriate for
a ‘regular’ person to interact.

Sarah Rutherford, Capability Brown and His Landscape Gardens, 7.
Figure 47. Hampton Court Palace, edited by Author, image by Historic Royal
Palaces
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Prospect and Refuge

Ulrich identifies that “Stress is the process by which an individual responds
psychologically, physiologically, and often with behaviours, to a situation that
challenges or threatens well-being”.74 The term ‘threat’ is critical to this project
as the symptoms of autism prompt difficulty to process physical and social
environments, resulting in vulnerability and stress. Prospect and refuge is an
approach that provides security and containment whilst allowing one to have
clear views of their surroundings and potential threats. An enclosed space
will evoke a sense of safety or relaxation,75 views, volume, configuration and
access to natural light add levels of stimulation and excitement, significantly
influencing emotional responses.76 Materiality and structure have the
potential to develop security; columns and dense materials provide a sense
of grounding and protection. Softly lit interiors allow one to see clearly
and generate warmth within a space; the elevation of windows allows one
to see out whilst retaining privacy from external threats. Primal instincts
appreciate elements such as water as it indicates life and movement within the
ecosystem.77 The device of prospect and refuge holds the potential to develop
and mature the hypersensitivities within autism through a sense of security,
visual connection and hierarchy to wider threats.

“to see, but without being seen.”72
The concept of prospect and refuge was developed by English geographer,
Jay Appleton (1919-2015), in his book Experience of Landscape,1975. Human
survival instincts of the primitive ages characterised the concept through the
notion of hiding and protection from prey and threats. The traditional Maori Pā
uses the approach of hillforts which exploit a rise in the earth’s terrain (typically
volcanoes) as a fortified refuge.73 The elevation of a Pā allowed iwis to have an
advantage to protect their, land, food and people, through deep visual range
and defence strategies.
72
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Refuge
Prospect

Figure 48. Prospect and Refuge by Author
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“City mouse could not exist without country mouse”.80 The typically untouched
rural landscape offers a mature and pristine connection to primitive
topography. Ulrich defines qualities associated with the rural environment that
elicits mental stimulation with little pressure, they are:

Figure 49. Barn

Rural
The rural environment retains many biophilic attributes including vast
ecosystems, prospect, natural complexity and a sense of connection to a
primitive culture. The environment is typically isolated from dense civilisation
and the negativities of urbanisation, pollution and confronting non-organic
elements. The late Clarence J. Glacken (1910-1989) who was a Professor
of Geography, wrote how nature can provide an escape from the urban
environment to relieve mental pressure, physical pressure, smells and
congestion.78 Nature allows the mind time to ‘heal’ from potential stress caused
from the urban environment; the rural environment is particularly successful in
presenting a more favourable and stress-reduced environment over humanmade scenes.79
78
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- Complexity structured to address a focal point.
- Deflected or curving sight-line conveying a new landscape lies beyond
the visual boundaries.
- Moderate to high visual depth.
- Smooth/even surfaces.
- Water features.
- Moderate to high complexity within the scene.81
A balance of vital elements has the potential to remove stress; an
amalgamation of visual qualities and natural assets establish a foundation
where knowledge and comfort can achieve a positive relationship with nature.

80
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81
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Figure 50. Whanganui River from ‘Gentle Annie ‘ hill, Colin Monteath
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Biophilic Impacts on Health
Design strategies and approaches of biophilia have a variety of
benefits towards mental and physical well-being. Wilson addresses the
connection to nature as an “inborn affiliation with the rest of life”,82 the
impact natural organisms have on the body is innate and derives from
primitive cultures. Biophilia has the ability to leverage the connection of
nature to benefit overall human health and living; it is especially crucial
amongst the lives of those with autism.
82
Edward Osborne Wilson, “Biophilia and the Conservation Ethic,” in The
Biophilia Hypothesis, (Washington, D.C: Island Press, 1993), 32.
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Figure 51. Prospect, By Author
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Health

Well-being

In 1985, Ulrich’s experiment, Human Responses to Vegetation and Landscapes
explored the psychology of students preparing for an exam when introduced
to contrasting visual scenes;83 measurement of heart rates, blood pressure and
muscle tension demonstrated a dramatic reduction in stress levels after being
shown a scene that highlighted natural environments and vegetation. Results
found that brain electrical activity indicated individuals were attentively relaxed
during the exposure to natural elements.84 Ulrich’s findings supported the
historical emergence of European hospitals in monastic communities; gardens
and natural elements were considered fundamental towards the healing
and support process. Ulrich found that hospital patient recovery courses
after surgery when exposed to natural scenes, were better, including shorter
stays, lower drug dosages and more favourable nurse evaluations.85 Findings
suggested that natural scenes held attention effectively and promoted a better
recovery through positive surroundings and depletion of fear.

Humans have only recently encountered pervasive environmental damage
and aspects of alienation from nature due to extensive human population,
urbanisation, waste generation, pollution and resource depletion.86 The
influence of nature subconsciously drives human actions, interest, motivation,
avoidance and stress;87 the Green Gym project is a land-based programme
in the United Kingdom, that focuses on conservation work in mundane
environments to increase physical activity; promoting good mental health and
well-being.88 The results demonstrated increased fitness, better mental health
and a strong motivation rate of participants through a reduction in stress,
healthier communities, quicker and more successful recovery and positive
attitudes.89 Kellert states that “Our connection to nature figures into the
materials we choose, the decorations we employ, the recreational choices we
make, the places we live, and the stories we tell.”90
Through vernacular design, the project can connect one to a natural culture
and wider ecology; rural environments can achieve this successfully as
indigenous history, landscape and ecology has remained removed from severe
urbanisation.

Natural environments arouse attention, occupying the mind without motive,
promoting positive well-being; direct relationships with ecological elements
can address various senses supporting the mental and physical health of the
occupant.
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Figure 53. Stress and Recovery, Illustration by Author original by Roger Ulrich
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Figure 52. Lake Walk & a Scary Exit, By Shellie Evans

Children
Modern society has developed an increasingly compromised and
degraded natural environment that has much less opportunities for
an individual to experience valuable contact with nature as a crucial
component of ordinary life. Nature evokes a healthy foundation for
adulthood through wider knowledge and experience; Kellert identifies
that the experience of nature is essential to human physical and mental
maturation during the childhood period.91 Most of a child’s development
occurs spontaneously from unstructured activities, learning and
growing from their initiative;92 the balance between structure and
unstructured environments allows a child to have a sense of freedom
within appropriate perimeters and guidance. Professor of EnvironmentBehaviour Studies Gary T. Moore breaks the development of a child
into three stages; sensorimotor period of infancy, the child learns to
coordinate their body with movements and actions, the pre-operational
period of preschool years, the child develops language and internalised
thoughts, the concrete operational period of elementary school, the
child goes through intellectual, emotional and social changes.93 A respite
facility should provide young children with a protected environment
scaled to their level of development; the environment should not aim
to replicate the adult scale of a home but rather balance the community,
culture and support experienced within the child’s home.94

Figure 54. Childs Play, by Author
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A healthy relationship with nature at a young age has the potential to
develop and mature resistance and tolerance towards hypersensitivity;
this can play an essential role in building confidence in social behaviour
and integration.
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Built in Charlottenburg, Germany in 1904, Waldeschule school
translates to “forest school”.95 The design focused on providing students
with frequent exposure to sunlight and fresh air; classes were taught
in surrounding forests which was believed to aid independence and
self-esteem within urban youth.96 In 1924 New Zealand followed
the emerging open-air movement: Fendalton Primary School in
Christchurch consisted of long, deep verandas and large windows facing
the sun.97 The significance of the learning style inspired educational
facilities around the world to be more conducive to the health of
children and exposure to natural elements.

Open-Air Education
Established in England and Northern Europe, open-air schools aimed
to prevent and fight the widespread rise of tuberculosis that developed
prior to the First World War. Schools believed exposure to fresh air and
natural elements were fundamental in reducing the lung-based disease
and building overall health. The prominent effect of these schools
inspired a standard, organised method of teaching amongst Western
culture. Classrooms were built with sliding doors, retractable roofs and
lightweight furniture for the transition between internal and external
spaces. Natural elements and fresh air aid creativity, thought processes
and learning styles; the impact on immunity, health and levels of
learning is higher than enclosed environments with artificial light and
air.
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Figure 55. Jos Bedaux Open-Air School, Netherlands, Image by Unknown
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Figure 56. Waldschule für kränkliche Kinder (Forest school for sickly children), Image by Unknown
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Open-Air Education Verandas
Deep verandas create a medium space between internal and external
environments; they maintain protection from external elements whilst
placing one beyond the perimeter of the enclosed internal environment.
Verandas, however, remove a significant amount of light from entering
internal spaces due to their deep soffit; other schools removed soffits
and introduced floor to ceiling doors and windows, allowing direct
connection to sunlight throughout the year; this presented vulnerability
towards harsh elements which would significantly affect the sensitivities
of autism. As a result of these obvious attributes, verandas and a flow
between indoors and outdoors are important components in the final
proposition.

AKL
SUM 77°

AKL
WINT 30°

Interior space receives
minimal, direct, winter
sunlight and relying on
deflected light to enter the
space. The space provides
a sense of security and
gradient between light and
dark, developing a sense of
refuge.
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Medium space
creates an
interval between
environments.
Transitions
become less
confronting. The
space has direct
connection to
nature whilst
maintaining
protection.

External
environments
hold the
greatest
potential to
develop ones
well-being
introducing
sunlight,
wildlife,
plant-life,
movement
and fresh air
into daily life.
Figure 57. Veranda, by Author
Figure 58. Jos. Bedaux, Open-air school, Goirle, 1952-1958, Image by J. d’Oliveira
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Sanatorium
Sanatoriums were typically associated with the long-term illness of
tuberculosis; the concept was to gain regimen through rest and healthy
connection to fresh air and sunlight to develop strength within the immune
system. With no antibiotics during the time of the disease, fresh, clean air was
the best solution to fighting a lung-based disease. Switzerland, in particular,
was home to many sanatoria that utilised the fresh alpine air as the purest
form of air to the lungs. American medical doctor John Harvey (1852 – 1943)
Kellogg identified that “cold air purifies the blood, energises the heart, puts
new vim into the muscles, helps the stomach, wakes up the liver, lifts the whole
being to a higher plane of life.”98
Sunlight fought disease through well-being, ultraviolet light and vitamin D;
studies have shown that vitamin D induces the body to form an antimicrobial
compound that fights the bacterial cause of tuberculosis.99 The regimen of
sanatoriums was little to no movement for 2-3 months; as the conditions
of patients improved access to movement and connection to wildlife and
landscape was able to achieve “absolute and utter rest of mind and body”.100
The rural context possesses minimal surrounding stressors or distractions;
the pure form of the rural landscape possesses fresh air, wildlife, sunlight and
ecology. Both rural respites and sanatoriums require the occupant to engage
with the natural environment; this can be achieved through physical contact or
psychological responses to develop relationships with natural components.
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Figure 59. Chicago’s Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium, Image by Unknown
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Salutogenics
Salutogenesis is a medical approach which is particularly relevant to this
project and the processes of influencing human well-being. Salutogenesis
derives from the Latin term ‘salus’ meaning health and the Greek term
‘genesis’ translating to origin. Salutogenesis focuses on the origins of health
and appropriate methods to support a variety of conditions, sickness and
disease.101 Pathogenic orientation focuses on the cause of disease, developing
approaches built from the bleakness of ‘cause’ has the potential to affect one’s
well-being negatively.102 Salutogenesis aims to understand the spectrum
of wellness and illness as a whole; regardless of particularity and detail, it
provides an overarching narrative that exceeds the differences between people,
diagnoses and varying circumstances.103 Salutogenic design is centred around
complexities that lie within the health influences of the physical environment;
it is a form of design that can develop positive impacts towards human health
and support inhabitants to operate at their maximum performance.104
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Figure 60. Musical Interest, by Author
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Antonovsky’s Approach
Aaron Antonovsky, was an Israeli-American sociologist; he was the founder of
salutogenesis and dedicated his research towards exploring “the origins of
health?”105

Pathogenic

“breakdown is a result of unresolved disturbance of homeostasis....It is not,
then, the imbalance which is pathogenic. It is, rather, the prolonged failure
to restore equilibrium which leads to breakdown. When resistance resources
are inadequate to meet the demand, to resolve the problem which has been
posed, the organism breaks down.”106

Figure 61. Aaron Antonovsky by Author

Stress is a prominent focus and reason for depletion in health and disease.107
Stressors create immediate tension within an organism but resolved in an appropriate manner it can form positive health and reject stress and illness.108 The
health benefits of reducing stress drove the decision to select a rural context,
and the decision to incorporate safe refuge and pleasing prospect. Natural
prospect and focal points within the rural context have the ability to reduce
stress and promote well-being.
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Negative Health

Salutogenic

Stressor

Positive Health

Aaron Antonovsky The ease/dis-ease continuum (Antonovsky, 1979-1987).
Figure 62. The ease/dis-ease continuum (Antonovsky, 1979-1987) Illustration by Author,
original Illustration by Graphic: Bengt Lindström, Monica Eriksson, Peter Wikström

Sense of Coherence
The concept of a Sense of Coherence (SOC) has informed the approach to
architecture in this research investigation. SOC refers to a resistance that
cannot be achieved through one’s self-efficacy to adapt to their condition but
rather surrounding spatial components achieving resistance and support
for them.109 An individual’s accessibility to positive surroundings allows the
physical environment to develop support towards their particular condition.
SOC can develop comfort within social settings by leverage sensitivities and
stressors. Positive health lies within the translation between the physical and
psychological environment; lively architectural surroundings elicit healthier
interpretation, emotion and course to recovery or well-being.
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Spatial Psychology
Professor Jan A. Golembiewski is an Architect and Adjunct Professor of
Design and Health at Queensland University of Technology. He approaches
salutogenesis through a psychological approach, breaking down hormonal
functions that affect various neurological processes.
Dopamine is a neurotransmitter closely associated with emotions; it is linked to
the limbic area of the brain, which is characterised by narrative cognition and
emotional balance. Dopamine mediates the intensity of memory and stories;
this information is composed of qualities experienced amongst the physical
environment. Arginine vasopressin, corticotropin, cortisol and other hormones
dictate how much one feels on an emotional level; an imbalance within these
hormones may release feelings such as panic or anger during a period that
is physically safe, resulting in long term stress. The physical presence of the
built environment holds power to manipulate and develop emotional, mental
and physical support; physical restriction determines the behaviour of its
occupant. Ceiling height influences the way the human mind works;110 higher
ceilings exhibit faster, abstract, creative processes whilst lower ceilings tend to
encourage quiet, restricted activities with focused thinking and slower reaction
times; a spectrum of spatial volume is then able to achieve more significant
programmatic functions and variety.111
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Golembiewski states that patients responded better through psychological
means such as aesthetics, “a number (if not all) of the neurotransmitters react
to environmental stimuli, and therefore react to design.”112 The health benefits
of the rural environment require one to interact with it through exposure and
circulation, however, the introduction of vernacular materials can elicit similar
psychological responses and reduce physical and social exposure for those who
may be particularly sensitive.
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Figure 63. Environmental triggers of Biophilia diagram by Author original by Naava
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Aesthetics
For millennia humans have adapted their accommodation as a measure to
protect against external threats, wildlife, discomfort and weather; whilst this
protects one from physical means it does not offer complete mental respite
from life’s pressures; even when human beings have achieved the primary
form of shelter, there is a psychological attempt to make the environment
better by developing aesthetics.113 Golembiewski identifies that aesthetics
hold immense significance to recovery and well-being within the healthcare
environment. He identifies a 30.8% faster recovery, and 38% lower mortality
occurs when patients occupy sunlit rooms, particularly for psychiatric
conditions.114 Exposure to plants and vernacular materials within a hospital
room reported significantly less stress than those in dull, monotone, patient
rooms.115
A positive psychological interpretation develops through the perceived
attractiveness of a room; neutral tones and vernacular materials reinforce the
presence of nature and a greater connection to broader ecology and life.
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Figure 64. Old Wood Planks Texture by Ashumskiy
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Social Inclusion
Territorial range development identifies that maturing humans explore,
discover and gain an understanding of their expanding world through
experience, grasped skills and spatial understanding. A typical being
repeatedly pushes their territorial limits which increases their ‘known’ world
by exploring the ‘unknown’.116 Someone with autism may not gain significant
experiential qualities as the exploration of the ‘unknown’ may either be too
difficult or much too easy, resulting in a lack of significance; Directors of
the NC State Design Natural Learning Initiative, Robin C. Moore and Nilda
G. Cosco state that environments with higher levels of diversity are likely to
satisfy the exploratory needs of more people.117 Architectural programmes
should promote exploration through integration and time spent within an
environment, evoking challenges and discoveries to develop knowledge and
understanding.
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Figure 65. Territorial Range Development by Author
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Literature Conclusion

Figure 66. Hay Bales by Author
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Through this research, it became apparent that the majority of New Zealand
respite care focuses on both mental and physical health and does not focus
on a specific disability. The research identifies that a healthy connection to
nature and the components that make up natural scenes both in a direct and
indirect form have the potential to promote positive well-being and health.
Manipulation of vernacular and natural toned materials can elicit cognitive
responses that draw on cultural and ecological interpretation with the potential
to develop stability and grounding through an attachment to place. Diversity
within immediate spatial arrangements can manipulate psychological
integration within physical and social environments, this can ultimately
promote greater control of hypersensitivities and reduce the pressure of
stress and threats within immediate surroundings. The theory of prospect
and refuge has influenced and driven design decisions centred around the
orientation and connection between architecture, nature and human beings.
The balance between escape and safety of refuge and vast visual depth and
focus of prospect has evoked harmony between building and land in which
the influence of well-being has a positive foundation to gain respite. A healthy
connection to nature and balance of complexity within scenes develops an
opportunity for architecture and landscape to work in harmony to address focal
points and prospect through view shafts and great sense of refuge.
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3.0 SITE
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Site Programme
The size of the respite should be large enough to offer a sense of community
support without appearing overwhelming and stressful. Prospect and refuge is
fundamental in developing isolation from social surroundings and connecting
nature and its benefits through focal points and visual depth. The respite
must offer a spectrum of social and isolated environments to suit the variety
of symptoms associated with autism. The programme will house families in
a residential environment where isolation and privacy will be at its greatest.
The communal environment will aid learning and therapy through activities
targeted towards individuals with autism, a gradient of social integration
within this environment offers flexibility towards various sensitivities.
Residential
With the aim to house 15 families, the rural environment has the potential
to maintain a healthy connection to nature. The residential spaces will have
isolation and separation between surrounding environments, they will elicit
a space of refuge and protection where stresses and hypersensitivities are
controlled and removed.
15 x 158m² (average family floor area)
= 2,370m² (occupied floor area)
Dwellings must be balanced with appropriate negative space to elicit the sense
of refuge.

Care and Learning Spaces

Kitchen Staff

Animals (Sensory Aid)

Therapeutic and educational spaces offer individuals support and engage them
in surrounding social and physical environments centred around nature and
rural qualities; 15 multi-purpose rooms allow residents to receive specialised
one on one care with minimal social distractions.

Kitchen staff and chefs are necessary within a respite environment as it
removes the typical stress and hassle experienced in everyday living. In selfservice environments such as buffets, demand on staff, and waiters is less;
these environments are much less confronting socially for those with autism. A
self-service environment typically has one server, per shift, for every 12 tables
and four back of house staff for every 50 customers.119 Dining areas should
provide 4.5-5.5m² of space per table as well as appropriate circulation space;120
staggered dining times prevent large social gatherings, requiring less dining
space. The inclusion of restaurant facilities and circulation routes on the site
hold the potential for meals and food to be delivered in a direct service to
residential dwellings option.

Animals are greatly beneficial to human health. Most farm animals require a
form of shelter; a barn-like structure has the potential to be used as a tool to
aid environmental learning as well as a vernacular focal feature.

15 spaces x 15-40m² (Typical single- or double-person office size)
= 225-600m² (occupied floor area)
An introduction of larger indoor activity spaces (50-80m²) have the potential to
support individuals through small groups and social settings through greater
diverse physical activities and integration.

Appropriate space for farm animals is:
Horse - 1-2 acres (4047-8094m²)
Cow - 1-2 acres (4047-8094m²)
Goat - 0.2-0.3 acres (809-1214m²)
Pig - 0.3-1 acres (1214-4047m²)
Sheep - 0.2-0.3 acres (809-1214m²)121
A range in topography allows for diversity in farm animals and distinct view
shafts of creatures in different environments.

Support Workers
A support worker acts as a personal medium within the varying stresses of
the communal environment, removing overwhelming sense of isolation,
supporting learning and interactive activity through greater control and quality
of care.118 An ideal respite scenario should provide one working staff per
individual with autism. The facility must accommodate the shifts and dynamics
of these workers 24/7 and provide escape and privacy through good living,
sleeping and eating spaces removed from the working environment; lounges
and kitchens can be shared in a communal form.

Grounds-keeper
A grounds-keeper is required 24/7 to maintain the facility, landscape and
potential farm animals; accommodation for them and their potential family
must be removed from the general vicinity of the facility as it is inappropriate
to introduce an external social environment into the core function of the facility.
118
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Groundskeeper Residence
158m²

Care and Learning spaces
3HA (30,000m²)

Residents
6HA (60,000m²)
Cow
6HA (6000m²)

Pig
2.5HA (2500m²)

Introducing appropriate surrounding negative space into the previously
calculated programmes, it can be understood a minimum total site area of
19HA (190,000m²) achieves appropriate isolation whilst remaining close
to a supportive social environment.

Sheep
0.1 (1000m²)
Support Workers
0.3 hectares (3500m²)

Goat
0.1HA (1000m²)
Horse
0.6HA (6000m²)
Dining Facilities
0.18 HA (1800m²)
Figure 67. Land Requirements by Author
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Determining a Site
Auckland has the highest population of autism, approximately 24,000 people
with autism live in the region; with 11 forms of in-home and out-home
respite in Auckland focused towards all disabilities, there is a significant lack
of specialised support towards autism. The site programme must be viewed
as a component of other future respites for autism; connection, without the
isolation, balance and implications of the natural world the facility is unable to
achieve positive results.
Site Criteria
The vast spectrum of autism and the conditions it possesses can be addressed
through a wide scope of site qualities and variation; these qualities aim to
reduce stress and promote well-being through a gradient of topographical
components.
- Maximum of 1-1.5 hours from Auckland CBD
- Minimal external distractions
- Topographical variety
- Minimum of 8-12 hectares of land
- A close relation to townships
- Natural elements that could provide isolation
- Appropriate exposure to sunlight

Salutogenics and biophilia can promote well-being through natural variation
and stimulation with minimal pressure on the mind. Prospect and refuge is a
device used to access a healthy connection to nature and therefore well-being,
whilst evoking a great sense of safety and protection.
Site Selection
The region of Auckland is an appropriate environment to locate a respite
for autism as travel for the larger population will retain minimal stress and
discomfort. Analysis through the lens of biophilia and salutogenics lead to five
potential locations that expressed topographical variation, ecological density,
natural focal points, topographical protection, isolation and complexity within a
scene, these were:
- 344 Makarau Road, Kaukapakapa
- 400 Weranui Road, Wainui, Waiwera
- 479, McNicol Road, Clevedon
- 44, Poynter Lane, Dairy Flat
- 300 Orere Point Road, Orere

The salutogenic and biophilic lens evoke qualities that provide security and
comfort whilst offering calm stimulation, interest and innate relationships with
nature.
- Moderate to high complexity of natural elements
- Focal points and features
- Visual depth
- Smooth, even surfaces
- Deflected and Curving site-line
- Water features

Figure 68. North Island by NZ Tour Maps
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Chosen Site
400 Weranui Road, Wainui, Waiwera
400 Weranui Road evokes a great balance between location, topographical
variation, natural density and natural assets that portray a variety of focal points
and interest within the land. It holds the greatest potential out of the selected
sites to develop a facility that expresses refuge through a variety in topography.
Isolation and privacy is expressed through the ridges and spread of the site, a
combination of flat plains and surrounding hills holds the potential to naturally
divide various environments and programs within them subtly. The visual
depth and channels created by the ridges present a great sense of prospect
towards natural assets including a sweeping stream that encloses the site. The
size, qualities and scope of the site holds the potential to develop a facility that
is designed in a campus-like fashion where social interaction is controlled and
support within the environment is heightened.
The site is located 35 minutes North of Auckland’s CBD on the east coast, it
is 5 minutes inland from the town of Waiwera with close proximity to the
large town of Ōrewa. A backdrop of hills on the north and south provide
topographical variation and shelter from potential weather, noise and external
distractions. The 32,375-hectare site can retain negative (open) space; this
allows nature to become a key element amongst each dwelling. The site can
divide various needs through present topographical change; this correlates
with architectural identity and occupant orientation. The large plot of varying
land holds the potential to introduce a range of animals to aid sensory
modulation and attract one into the outdoor environment. A tidal stream
borders the site and develops a physical and visual boundary between the site
and adjacent road, reducing the relationship between occupant, vehicles and
external distractions as well as an essential connection to water.
The close connection to Waiwera and Ōrewa has the potential for families to
interact with the wider community through day trips to the coast. The recently
derelict town of Waiwera has the potential to be revitalised through future
analysis and influence of this project which aims to promote vehicular and
pedestrian traffic towards the town. Both establishments and residents can
benefit from the interaction and use of these facilities.
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Figure 69. 400 Weranui Road image by Author
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Location Plan
Figure 70.
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Aerial Location Plan
Figure 71.

Aerial Site Plan 1:10000
Figure 72.

Contour Site Plan 1:10000
Figure 73.
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Water
Flood maps and hazard maps from the Auckland Council indicate that
flooding does not pose any potential threat to the site due to the 2.5
metre elevation above the adjacent stream.
The Inland valleys map by the Auckland Council identifies one primary
channel running across a shallow ridge at the south of the site, exiting
on the eastern side into Weranui Stream. A small trough at the south
of the site poses a potential threat if a large downpour occurs; water
features, wet-plant and animal-life are devices that can manipulate the
land to take advantage of this.

Typical sea breeze convergence zone; a] bay breezes from harbours at 11am, b] mature
breezes from oceans with sea breeze convergence zone at 2pm.
Figure 76.

Wind
Waiwera has a prevailing eastern sea breeze; the average wind gusts
on the coast of Waiwera is approximately 26.8kmph with an average
wind speed of 17.9kmph.122 The position of the surrounding landscape
protects a majority of the site from the coastal breeze. A dominant wind
direction presents an opportunity for design to protect against a single
wind direction.

Flood Prone Areas
Figure 74.

Inland Valleys
Figure 75.

122
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Winter Solstice
Summer Solstice 68°- 77°
Equinox

Equinox 53°

Winter Solstice 21°- 30°

Summer Solstice
Sun Site Diagram
Figure 77.Sun Diagram by Author
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Waiwera (Site)

Puhoi

Ōrewa
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Figure 78. Land Section Puhoi-Ōrewa by Author
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Māori called the hot springs Te Rata, ‘The Doctor’, and considered the earth in
Waiwera to be magical. Over history, Waiwera has healed many and restored
them to health; stories describe up to 3000 Māori immersed in holes along
the beach at once absorbing earthly medicine.123 Waiwera was the location of
New Zealand’s first tourist spa developed in 1848 by Robert Graham (18201885). The expansion of the beach front ‘South Pacific Hotel’ was able to
house fifty rooms, bowling greens, three tennis courts, a social hall, a bar and
a store.124 A ferry service running from Auckland to Waiwera was in place to
transport roughly 400 tourists daily along the east coast to and from the resort.
Graham developed a garden of exotic vegetation and fruit with the largest
pōhutukawa grove of the 19th-century. The property later became Auckland’s
first regional park in 1965 labelled Wenderholm Regional Park. Due to the loss
of the thermal pools and the recent Northern Motorway extension, Waiwera
now has significantly less traffic and activity.
Waiwera (Site)
Waiwera derives from the Māori language ‘Wai’ meaning water and ‘Wera’
meaning hot, the original name ‘Waiwerawera’ translates to very hot water.
The significance of Waiwera is the natural hot springs surrounding the area
that established the ‘Waiwera Thermal Resort and Spa’ bringing approximately
350,000 people to the town per year. Waiwera is approximately 35km North
from Auckland’s CBD on the east coast of New Zealand; the location is 10
minutes north from the town of Ōrewa and 10 minutes South from the town of
Puhoi.

Many battles took place over Waiwera as natives greatly desired the abilities of
the springs. The powerful Ngāti Rangi tribe formerly owned the land, they had
defended many attacks by the Ngāti Whātua and Ngāti Pou tribes and won due
to the protection of four fortified pahs; North was the Kakaha pah, South the
Whau pah, East by Mahurangi and West from the Pitawai.125 Waiwera currently
lies within the Ngāti Whātua tribe.

123
Robert Graham, “Waiwera Hot Springs near Auckland, N.Z.” in The Pamphlet
Collection Of Sir Robert Stout: Volume 45 (Auckland: Herald Office, 1878), 3.
124
Mary Billman, “A Century in Hot Water: A Tale of Waiwera,” (Coromandel,
Rodney and Waitemata Times, 1965), 115.
125
Graham, “Waiwera Hot Springs near Auckland, N.Z,” 4.
Waiwera Hotel, 1907
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Figure 79. Original Mahurangi: Mahurangi Island by Henry Winkelmann
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Puhoi
Puhoi was founded by Captain Martin Krippner (1817-1894) of the Austrian
Army from Staab in Bohemia, now known as Stob of the Czech Republic.126
The settlers felled 16,520 cubic metres of kauri trees in order to develop dairy
farms on the cleared land. Bohemians had faith in the Catholic Church and
brought that to Puhoi. A European-style village formed; villas, a community
hall, a small library and two-storey colonial Puhoi Hotel are all part of a historic
community.

126
“History,” PuhoiNZ, accessed April 16, 2020, https://puhoinz.com/about-puhoi/history/.
Figure 81. Puhoi General Store image by Author

Puhoi Hotel (Pub)
Figure 80. Puhoi Hotel image by Szilas
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The town has many attractions during the summer period due to the various
restaurants and cafés scattered along the foreshore combined with multiple
holiday-parks and apartments. Ōrewa is one of the few locations that has
supermarkets between Albany and Warkworth making it a regularly visited
place for residents of areas in between. It is the location of Te Herenga Waka O
Ōrewa Marae, meaning “the tying together of canoes of Ōrewa”, established in
1982.129 The essence of this means to join whānau (family), ethnicity, cultural
heritage, hopes, aspirations and dreams. “Regardless of how long one has lived
in the area, your canoe is still tied to Ōrewa until such time you may journey
on.”130

Ōrewa
Ōrewa derives from the Māori meaning, Ō: place of and rewa: native tree.127
37-year-old Captain Isaac Rhodes Cooper (1818-1889) founded Ōrewa in 1856.
Due to the extension of Auckland’s Northern Motorway, Ōrewa has become one
of the fastest-growing settlements north of Auckland City. The 10,242 residents
of Ōrewa are older and less ethnically diverse than the wider Auckland
population; 91% of residents are European.128
127
“Orewa,” New Zealand History: Nga Korero a ipurangi o Aotearoa, accessed
April 15, 2020, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/keyword/orewa.
128
David Verran, “Isaac Rhodes Cooper (1819-1889) and the North Shore,”
Channel Magazine, accessed April 15, 2020, https://www.channelmag.co.nz/channel/
columnist/isaac-rhodes-cooper-1819-1889-and-the-north-shore/.
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129
“Historical Background - He Hītori,” Te Herenga Waka O Orewa, accessed
April 15, 2020, http://www.teherengawakaoorewa.co.nz/company.
130
“Historical Background - He Hītori,” Te Herenga Waka O Orewa
Orewa Beach

Figure 82. Orewa Beach image by Kiwimilt
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4.0 PRECEDENT
			 REVIEW
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Precedent Review
The study of international facilities that express nature through
design, programme, function and orientation are studied to develop
an understanding of approaches that can influence the development
of a rural respite facility. Prospect and refuge is a significant theory
used to break down strategies and programs of precedents to evoke
components that can be introduced into the development of the design.
The study identifies ways in which nature, architecture and autism can
be supported through biophilic and salutogenic design strategies that
promote harmony between human, building and the landscape.
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Mifne Clinic (concept), UK
Simon Humphreys
Designed as an early intervention centre for young children with autism,
‘shape’ elicits interaction and poses visual interest as well as a psychological
tool that enables the occupant to feel safe through the softness of convex and
concave curves; concave forms allow one to feel surrounded and safe whilst
convex forms project ones focus outwards.
A communal environment provides a connection with other occupants within
a central core; this allows families to share experience and support through
social integration. A private sector allows intervention to develop in an
environment with no external social threats; healthy connections to light and
landscape allows private dwellings to feel isolated and calm.
Key Findings:
- Shaping architecture to guide the occupant and manipulate intentions and
feeling.
- Psychological shape and style of the building as a support
(Concave = embracing = Safety).
- Clear division of space
- Shared spaces face inwards; private spaces face outwards.
- Skylights act as an outlook if the ground-based views are too distracting or
harsh.
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Figure 83. Transforming Autism (Mifne Clinic) by Simon Humphreys

Al Wakrah Recovery and Respite Centre (concept), Qatar, 2015
MAAP, Aecom and Makower Architects
Human-made structures are used to reflect nature and influence occupants
to adopt a healthier style of living. Urban-like street grid plans provide a
connection to a broader social setting whilst containing privacy in other areas.
“Residential environments are known to influence the quality of life and
well-being following the results of numerous studies”.131 The street-like plan
allows occupants to gain familiarity and sense of community inclusion and
support; grids allow performance to run efficiently as a whole. Courtyards and
covered walkways create visual buffers between staff and residents. Therapeutic
gardens form a significant part of the design response; private terraces require
intimate planting, semi-private courtyards are slightly open with nooks, and
shared gardens are open and organic. Direction and flow are achieved through
organised complexity and balance of natural elements.

External Circulation
Figure 84. Al Wakrah Psychiatric Hospital by Makower Architects

Key findings:
- Street-like plans achieve residential familiarity
- Combination of private and shared natural spaces
- Both inward and outward-facing views for contrasting purposes
- Nature directs movement
- Sense of community offers support
- Visual buffers
Internal Circulation
Figure 85. Al Wakrah Psychiatric Hospital by Makower Architects

131
Roderick J. Lawrence, “Co-Producing our /habitat for Health and Well-/Being” in Health and Well-being for Interior Architecture, (New York: Routledge, Taylor &
Francis Group, 2017), 14.
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Plan
Figure 87. Al Wakrah Psychiatric Hospital by Makower Architects

Site Isometric
Figure 86. Al Wakrah Psychiatric Hospital by Makower Architects
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Jos Bedaux Open-Air School, Goirle, Netherlands, 1952
Jos Bedaux (1910-1989)
The school represents an environment that practices around the sun’s daily
attributes. Floor to ceiling bi-fold doors with flush eaves ensures that sunlight
can penetrate the building all year round; this evokes vulnerability due to
the lack of physical mediums, obstruction, or density of mass. Dense bush
dampens out surrounding distractions such as noise and movement. Higher
ceilings trigger abstract thinking and freedom; open-air classrooms have the
potential to extract maximum presence of freedom and creativity with a great
connection to nature.
Key Findings:
- Orientation towards the sun
- Indoor and outdoor ‘rooms’
- Floor to ceiling connection to nature
- High ceilings and great volume

Figure 88. Open Air School, Goirle, the Netherlands, Jos
Bedaux, 1952-58, image by Unknown

Suresnes Open-Air School , Mont Valérien, Paris, 1932
Marcel Lods (1891-1978) and Eugène Beaudouin (1898-1983)
Solid mass creates a breakout space and a sense of security in contrast to the
vulnerability of the transparent sunlit classroom. A rooftop space introduces
another axis to the external environment, classes can occupy the roofs
removing individuals from typical ground-level distractions. The classrooms are
laid out in a linear fashion allowing a singular corridor to connect them with
sheltered access. A central courtyard provides shelter and shade in contrast to
the sunlit classrooms.
Key Findings:
- Dense mass creates physical protection
- Direct circulation routes.

- Roof occupied as a outdoor ‘room’

Figure 89. Eugene Beaudoin et Marcel Lods, Ecole de Plein
Air, Suresnes, 1932-1935 by Unknown
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Respite Folly, Ayrshire, Scotland, 2018
Graeme Massie Architects
A linear sculptural form provides short-term respite for occupants of Woodland
View Community Hospital. The folly utilises the wider Ayrshire landscape to
connect all parts of the hospital community, the folly encourages outdoor
activity and healthy relationships with nature, promoting well-being and
escape from the hospital lifestyle. The form promotes prospect and refuge
through its strong sense of protection whilst portraying a prominent focal
feature. The folly itself does not enclose one within a room it instead uses
singular dimensions of the linear axis to promote protection and containment
psychologically. The cantilevered, horizontal plane reflects a ceiling, protecting
one in the form of shelter. A linear concrete wall creates a barrier between the
user and potential ground-level threats; oculus thresholds soften the approach
to materiality. A tall vertical shaft offers a sense of power and grounding, and
the architectural philosopher Marc-Antoine Laugier (1713-1769) describes
how the ‘column’ portrays nature in the form of a tree,132 Respite Folly uses
verticality and materiality to provide a definite sense of grounding, portraying
a natural sense of protection.
Key Findings:
- Sense of grounding
- Balance of protection and transparency
- Focal feature as well as a place of refuge
- Promotes outdoor interaction
- Natural, neutral tones reflect soil, grounding and nature

132
Marc-Antoine Laugier, “Essay on Architecture,” in Architectural Theory:
Volume 1 An Anthology from Vitruvius to 1870, ed. Harry Francis Mallgrave (Oxford,
Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 143.
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Figure 90. The Concrete Structure Provides a Setting For
Outdoor Relaxation image by Philip Stevens

Figure 91. The Design Comprises Three Rectangular Planes,
Each With a Circular Aperture image by Philip Stevens
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Clinic Les Alpes, Montreux, Switzerland, 2018
Richter Dahl Rocha & Associés Architects
The submerged architectural form evokes a strong sense of refuge and
protection. The combination of an old hotel (1911) and new forms (2018)
provide a range of building typologies that have an opportunity to connect with
a variety of occupants and ages. The clinic is centred amongst its environment
offering 360-degree views of alpine meadows, a lake, forests and snow-capped
mountains. The semi-isolated location and natural relationship the building
has with the environment provides the occupants with a peaceful environment
where they can focus on themselves with the support of staff and the natural
environment.133
Key Findings:
- Old and new building typologies suit a wide range of occupants
- Topographical variety enhances experience
- Built into the landscape; develops a strong connection to nature and refuge
- Connection to a township (wider community)
- Elevation enhances prospect through vast view shafts and hierarchy over
surroundings

Figure 92. Clinic Les Alpes image by RDR architects

Figure 93. Clinic Les Alpes image by RDR architects
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“Clinic Les Alpes,” accessed August 8, 2019, www.cliniclesalpes.com.
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Castle Howard, North Yorkshire, England, 1701
Nicholas Hawksmoor (1661-1736), John Vanbrugh (1664-1726)
Manipulation of the landscape allows the residence to possess a spectrum
of prospect with little interference from surrounding undesirable elements.
Position and density of trees obstruct unwanted views and direct attention
towards focal points; topographical elevation allows focal features to gain a
sense of importance and hierarchy. Castle Howard highlights architectural
components through a balance in natural density and openness; a gradient of
formal and informal landscape manipulation produces a greater spectrum of
importance and subtlety.

Key Findings:
- Important prospect is highlighted and framed by nature
- Elevation highlights focal points
- Irregularity and informality attracts one into the environment comfortably
- Animals establish an interchanging prospect, life and movement to the
landscape
Figure 96. Rousham Humanness Sculpture by Unknown

Key Findings:

Rousham, Oxfordshire, England, 1635
William Kent (1685-1748)

- Strategic planting directs visual interest towards particular focus
- Balance between formal and informal prospect
- Subtle manipulation of the landscape

Focal Point

Undesirable View

Natural Density Intervention

Figure 95. Castle Howard Site Plan Image by Author

“Nobody… had informed me that I should at one view see a palace, a town, a
fortified city, temples on high places, woods worthy of being each a metropolis
of the Druids, vales connected to hills by other woods, the noblest lawn in the
world fenced by half the horizon, and a mausoleum that would tempt one to
be buried alive; in short I have seen gigantic places before, but never a sublime
one.”134
134
Horace Walpole, “The Letters of Horace Walpole vol. VIII,” ed. Mrs. Paget
Toynbee, (1904), 193.
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Figure 94. Castle Howard by Castle Howard

The civil parish of Rousham represents the first phase of English landscape
design and intervention; subtle manipulation of the landscape creates an
environment which possesses functional characteristics such as shelter and
storage whilst remaining ‘hidden’ and non-obstructive. Important views are
preserved and ‘framed’ through a division of landscape features which in
turn creates channels of circulation; the natural intimacy and growth of these
components retain an irregularity and informal presence where nature can
casually integrate one within the process and function of the environment.
Subtle elevation and depth achieve significance towards sculptural and
architectural elements; topographical alteration results in a gradient of
experience through the journey and interaction of the environment. Longhorn
cattle are integrated into the environment creating an active focal feature that
is continually interchanging. The international magazine Gardens Illustrated
describes the experience as “peopled”, referring to the humanness sculptural
components scattered widely, occupying the land.135 The presence of figures
and farm-life reinforce a broader ecology and remove formality to the state
where one feels comfortable integrating within the environment.
135
“Why is Rousham England’s most influential garden?,” Gardens Illustrated,
accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.gardensillustrated.com/gardens/why-is-rousham-englands-most-influential-garden/.
Figure 97. The lower and Upper Cascades at Rousham House
in Oxfordshire, Image by Jane Owen
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Schindler Chace House, California, USA, 1922
Rudolf Schindler (1887-1953)
The Schindler Chace house develops the concept of ‘outdoor rooms’ where
the surface and perimeter of the landscape define a ‘room’. In contrast to the
surrounding properties, the dwelling centres itself within the plot allowing
nature to create a barrier between the house and surroundings. Schindler
described the design as a “cooperative dwelling for two young couples”.136
Private spaces are duplicated whilst communal spaces are large enough
to contain mixed-living; external spaces are treated the same, private
environments are determined by intimate constraints whilst communal spaces
are identified by their larger perimeters.

‘Outdoor Room’

Figure 98. Chace House Aerial Plan, image by Author

Indoor Room
Figure 99. Indoor/Outdoor Rooms, by Author

Key Findings:
- Outdoor space is treated equally to indoor space
- Balance and hierarchy between communal and private spaces both indoors
and outdoors
- Centred and immersed with nature and the site
136
Robert Sweeney, “The Kings Road House,” Schindler, Kings Road, and Southern California Modernism, (California: University of California Press, 2012), 15.
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Figure 100. Finding Atmosphere in Schindler’s Kings Road
House, image by John Pawson
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Resort Study
This study will focus on rural, coastal and alpine resorts; the variation of size,
programme and location will have a particular effect on the development of
the respite, a range of ideologies and design approaches will provide a diverse
understanding towards circulation and programme functions.
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Figure 101. Stagecoach, Colorado by Design Workshop &
359 Design

Figure 102. Master Plan by Vinpearl

Figure 103. Master Plan, Dusai Resort & Spa,” by VITTI
Sthapati Brindo Ltd.
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Prospect Focal Point
Private Accommodation (Cluster 2)
Internal Environmental Prospect

Restaurant

Dusai Resort & Spa, Bangladesh, 2012
VITTI Sthapati Brindo Ltd
The arrangement of clusters form courtyards, developing a form of internal
prospect. There is an apparent contrast between environments of internal
and external prospect; water is a focal feature within the external realm of
prospect, views are mostly uninterrupted and private. Smaller clusters retain an
immediate connection with natural elements, natural density of trees and bush
develop intimacy within the internal forms of prospect.
Private Accommodation (Cluster 1)

Dusai Resort & Spa Sub-Environment
138

Figure 104. Dusai Resort & Spa Zonal Relationships by Author

Dusai Resort & Spa Site Plan
Figure 105. Master Plan, Dusai Resort & Spa,” edited by
Author original by VITTI Sthapati Brindo Ltd.
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Elevation of dwellings create a vertical distinction
between circulation environments and occupied
dwellings. Elevation enhances the element of prospect,
and ultimately refuge as the aspect of ‘threat’ becomes
smaller.

Restaurant Section
Subtle elevation removes private zone
from communal circulation

Dusai Resort & Spa Conceptual Section
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Figure 106. Permeable path leading to Bungalows by
Ahsanul Haque Rubel

Figure 107. Concept Diagram, Dusai Resort & Spa by VITTI
Sthapati Brindo Ltd.

Figure 108. Detail, Valley Restaurant, Dusai Resort & Spa by
VITTI Sthapati Brindo Ltd

Elevation creates greater prospect
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Communal Sub-Environment

Communal Circulation

Guest Cluster One
Communal Environment

Guest Dwelling
Figure 110. Circulation in a Sub-Environment by Author

Guest Cluster Two

Vinpearl Resort & Spa, Hoi An, Vietnam, 2016

Guest Cluster Three

Figure 109. Master Plan edited by Author original by Vinpearl
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The distinction between private and communal space allow sub-environments
to gain a greater sense of privacy and isolation. The communal environment
sits between the residential clusters providing close proximity between the
environments; shelter between the environments is redundant due to the
climate of Vietnam. Dwellings face the ocean where the greatest uninterrupted
views lie; they have access to private pools, gardens and walkways, all of which
contribute to the social programme of sub-environments. A variety of subenvironment layouts create interest and enhanced journey for the resident.

Figure 111. Aerial Perspective by Vinpearl
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Resident Cluster Five
Stagecoach Mountain Resort (Concept), Colorado, USA, 2017
359 Team

Resident Cluster Four

The alpine village incorporates a wide variety of both residential and
communal elements. The extensive profile of the site and isolation amongst
the broader context results in the resort developing an element of selfsufficiency. A gradient of residential typology segregates the resort creating
a wider social context with diverse social qualities. Multiple communal hubs
provide wider access to resources that are unobtainable due to the isolated
location; this results in significant community presence as there are multiple
‘businesses’ and ultimately a contrast between commercial environments.
Skiing and snowboarding provide an attainable mode of transport amongst the
larger resort.

Resident Cluster Two
Resident Cluster One
Resident Cluster Three

Communal Environment

Resident Cluster Two
Resident Cluster One
Figure 113. Stagecoach, Clusters by Author

Communal Environment
Resident Cluster Three

Figure 112. Stagecoach, Colorado by Design Workshop &
359 Design
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Figure 114. Stagecoach, Colorado edited by Author original
by Design Workshop & 359 Design
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Conclusion
The study of past, current and conceptual architecture has developed a
foundation from which a rural respite can flourish from. Key strategies
extracted from this precedent study and that have been influential towards
the development of the design have been orientated around the connection
to prospect and refuge. The strategy of manipulating the landscape has
been particularly significant towards developing visual depth, safety and
connection to nature within the site. The study of resorts have amalgamated
an understanding of programme that is reflected within the clusters and
orientation of the design, a balance between communal, private and subenvironments orientated towards prospect allow dwellings to develop a greater
connection to nature and the benefits it has towards well-being. Architecture
has the ability to manipulate cognitive responses and behaviour to promote
well-being, shapes and forms that are soft and subtle are therefore able to
evoke safety and calmness throughout the facility.
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Introducing Precedents to Waiwera
Through extracted design approaches of theorists, literature and precedents,
methods and foundations can be introduced into the chosen site of 400
Weranui Road. Through the deconstruction of biophilia, salutogenics and
autism, the principles of form, hierarchy and layout can develop. Prospect and
refuge is a fundamental component in order to create an environment where
one can feel safe and secure with a significant outlook onto nature and threats.
Figure 115. Waiwera Dairy by Author
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Al Wakrah Recovery and Respite Centre, Qatar
MAAP, Aecom and Makower Architects
Al Wakrah uses a communal grid layout with a central channel, the hierarchy
of private and communal spaces develops flow and direction towards a
shared garden.

The original form represents a compact
environment that focuses on internal orientation.
The first iteration develops a fourth axis of
prospect and increases balance towards external
focal points.

Grid (Original)
Figure 117. Al Wakrah-Waiwera 1 by Author

Detached Grid

Figure 118. Al Wakrah-Waiwera 2 by Author

Figure 116. Al Wakrah Forms by Author
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Focal points are distinguished clearly through organised
complexity, increasing potential prospect and visual depth,
therefore providing a stronger sense of refuge and safety.

Organic Grid

Figure 119. Al Wakrah-Waiwera 3 by Author
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Figure 120. Al Wakrah Forms On Site by Author

The original central approach is strongly isolated and therefore
stresses the aspect of vulnerability. The first iteration explores
detached units focused around a central core gaining proximity
and reducing vulnerability.

Figure 121. Respite Folly Plan by Author

Respite Folly, Ayrshire, Scotland
Graeme Massie Architects
A central orientation projects attention outwards; enclosed by natural
perimeters, a central core can create a place of refuge; through an order of
complexity and visual depth, the landscape can address the core as a focal
point.

Central (Original)

Figure 123. Respite Folly-Waiwera 1 by Author

Detached Perimeter

Figure 124. Respite Folly-Waiwera 2 by Author

Figure 122. Respite Folly Perspective by Author
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Introducing organic clusters around a central core increases
complexity, therefore, increasing the significance of the focal point
and refuge. The original vulnerability is removed and replaced with a
balance of hierarchy.

Organic Perimeter

Figure 126. Respite Folly-Waiwera 3 by Author
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Figure 125. Respite Folly Forms On Site by Author
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Nature
The removal of social surroundings and clinical
procedures promotes privacy and isolation.

Figure 128. Mifne Clinic by Simon Humphreys

Private
Projection outwards creates an uninterrupted
environment and a greater sense of privacy.
Communal
A central core establishes an opportunity for social interaction and support.
Space is directed inward towards a courtyard creating a feeling of protection;
the enclosed environment removes external threats.

Mifne Clinic (concept), UK
158

Figure 127. Mifne Clinic Illustration by Author
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An organic layout with hierarchy can establish zonal functions
and social qualities due to volume and spatial arrangement.

Figure 130. Mifne Clinic-Waiwera by Author

Figure 129. Mifne Clinic On Site by Author
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Residential Cluster
Elevation 8-15m
Communal Cluster
Elevation 4-5m

West Section Through Second Residential Cluster and
Communal Environment
Figure 131. Private/Communal Zones On Site by Author
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Precedent Conclusion
Through the analysis of current and conceptual respite facilities, it is
understood that smaller intimate facilities offer better environments for
the occupants to improve their well-being. A smaller scope is able to elicit a
much higher connection to nature and external elements; nature is then able
to play a significant role in enhancing well-being and reducing stress. The
study identifies that the natural environment can be treated like the built; a
gradient of spatial qualities, size and volume can control social integration and
ultimately a spectrum of comfort. By manipulating topographical components,
focal points, view shafts, prospect and ultimately refuge can enhance the
respite programme; through this, cohesion, attention, behaviour and
circulation can be controlled.
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5.0 DESIGN
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Design Brief
Autism

Biophilia

Communal Facilities

- Architecture should represent its simplest form; this prevents confusion and
stress due to change in environment and routine. It must provide a significant
experience that can be associated with future cognitive references.
- Responsive architecture should establish a medium within social settings,
interactive design aids communication between user and object; this
provides a tool to develop social communication and comfort.
- Soft natural light and colours prevent sight sensitivities; dark spaces
must offer escape and comfort to those who are sensitive.
- Architecture must reduce noise and provide acoustically stable
environments; soft furnishings reduce noise and contribute to creating a
physically comfortable environment.
- Patterns and materials can positively stimulate the mind.
- Extensive circulation evokes comfort.

- Complexity and hierarchy and layout structured to address a focal point.
- Moderate to high visual depth and view shafts.
- Smooth/even surfaces.
- Deflected or curving sight-line, conveying a new landscape lies beyond
the visual boundaries.
- Water must be a common feature amongst spaces.
- Plants, natural landscapes and ecosystems must play a significant role
in both immediate and distant relationships.
- Natural ventilation should provide healthy air and address the
surrounding natural smells as a relaxant tool.
- Animals provide a focal feature and sensory modulation.
- Age in and around the materials should be present; natural materials
can capture the organic properties of the natural world, change in age, and
materials can elicit cognitive responses. Natural and neutral colours
provide a connection to nature without disrupting sensitivities and stress.

- Therapeutic rooms
- Educational rooms
- Barn (animal life)
- Recreational space
- Car parks (located away from resident dwellings)
- Jetty (connection to stream)
- Dining facility
- Family integration space

Salutogenics
- Forms and shapes promote and manipulate movement and intention.
- Ceiling height and variety dictate zonal qualities and intentions through
feelings and thought process.
- Exposure to sunlight promotes healthy well-being.
- Significant circulation through natural components.
- The physical environment must support resistance towards senses.
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Ecological attachment to place provides a sense of grounding and stability
through territorial surroundings and culture.
Prospect and refuge enable people to perceive both danger and
opportunities through view shafts.

Family Dwellings
- Bedrooms
- Bathroom
- Kitchenette
- Lounge
- Breakout space
(Each dwelling must have appropriate natural light and outlook onto natural
elements).
Staff Facilities
- Break room/ lounge
- Offices
- Kitchen
- Overnight facilities
- Bathroom facilities
- Car parks (close to staff facilities)
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Landscape Strategies
The theory of prospect and refuge has the potential to drive landscape
strategies to orientate views and attention towards natural assets and focal
points. Trees, ecology and rural elements arouse the mind with little to no
pressure. A balance between native trees highlighted by exotic trees develops
a form of prospect that can be addressed through vast view shafts. Through
a manipulation of topographical variation the landscape orientates views
and attention and develops a sense of comfort and protection through the
relationship between building and embracing landscape.

Figure 132. Weranui Stream by Author
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Native Species

Acer palmatum, ‘Osakazuki’—Japanese Maple

Prunus campanulata—Cherry tree

Native species have the ability to blend in with the surrounding landscape and
provide privacy between particular environments. A backdrop of neutral greens
possess minimal mental strain and hypersensitivities, local species are able
to build a wider ecology that can connect cultures and greater surroundings.
Used in combination with exotic species, native species can develop a backdrop
where other elements can be highlighted. The neutral tones are able to
manipulate orientation and views through subtle view shafts and little pressure
on the mind.

Podocarpus tōtara—Tōtara

Metrosideros excelsa—Pōhutukawa

Ginkgo biloba

Libocedrus bidwillii, Pāhautea—New Zealand Cedar

Agathis australis—Kauri

Figure 133. Exotic Tree Species by Author

Exotic Species
Exotic plants highlight natural environments and arouse attention through
natural tones and contrast. This is a supportive tool used to address prospect
through vibrancy; it elicits cognitive responses to develop an interest and
attract the mind towards natural elements through minimal stress or pressure.

Prumnopitys taxifolia, mataī—Black Pine

Vitex lucens—Pūriri

Figure 134. Native Tree Species by Author
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Other Rural Prospect
The Barn

The Sculpture

Barns are particularly common within the rural environment to store
tools, animals and vehicles, whilst they are used in a practical sense, the
quintessential New Zealand barn expresses a red colour contrasting neutral
surroundings. This form of architecture is able to provide prospect that relates to
a wider culture and environmental context.

Whilst not necessarily a common feature within the rural landscape, the environment holds potential to integrate large and diverse sculptures. Humanness
forms are able to follow a similar approach to Rousham where the environment
can feel ‘peopled’ and contrasting natural surroundings.

Figure 136. Tractor 2 by Author

The Tractor
The cultural history behind tractors link the farming profession to the rural
environment. Used as a sculptural form it provides a great sense of prospect
that can introduce contrasting colours and materiality to the natural environment. It can be used as a interactive form that acts as a playground and device
of learning for children.

Figure 138. Horse by Author

The Animal
Animals introduce a form of prospect resembling constant visible change.
Movement and change amongst species and location create a form of prospect
that provides visual interest as well as an aspect of sound.

Figure 135. Red Barn in Glenorchy, New Zealand by Kimball
Chen
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Figure 137. One of the Two Antony Gormley sculptures by
Chris Lynch
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Materials Through the Biophilic and Salutogenic Lens
Biophilia and salutogenics suggest that well-being can be achieved through
materiality, researched theories have identified that natural materials capture
the organic properties of the natural world which has proven beneficial affects
on mental health. Positive cognitive responses are typically experienced
through dynamics, age and weathering within materials, as human beings
respond to this with natural affiliation.
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Earth

Radiata pine

Quercus alba—American white oak

Libocedrus bidwillii—Cedar

Beilschmiedia tawa—Tawa

Natural Clay surfaces have the ability to enhance the connection to nature
and the surrounding landscape. The presence and texture of this material is
particularly affective within breakout spaces, attracting the sense of feeling
submerged within the landscape expressing the qualities of great refuge. This
material can be applied to structural walls as a surface texture to masonry,
concrete or timber retaining walls. Natural clay surfaces have the ability to
moderate swing in temperature in varying seasons. It has natural acoustic
insulation properties which is able to remove any reverberation or channelled
noise that may affect hypersensitivities. Excavation and manipulation of the
site provides opportunity to utilise the soil and clay from the site within the
architectural forms.

Timbers
Native New Zealand timber has the ability to elicit positive responses due to its
relation to the wider context of the land. Naturally and locally sourced timber
not only supports local economies but has an ability to connect architecture
with wider ecosystems. Timber has the ability to adapt and change due to
various weather conditions, portraying various visual effects and creates a
material dynamic that extracts various cognitive responses.
Light coloured timbers such as Tawa, Libocedrus bidwillii (Cedar), Radiata
pine and American white oak are able to highlight the built environment and
create spaces that feel open and bright. A subtle range of reds and browns
can contrast neutral tones creating an interest between various materials.
Excessive use of lighter materials have the potential to cause distress when
sunlight hits them. Totara, Puriri and Black Walnut are darker timbers used
to create a warmth and containment within forms. These timbers are able to
highlight particular spaces and furniture, being appropriate to fill floors and
walls without being overwhelming in colour and brightness particularly when
sunlight is involved.

Figure 141. Concrete by Author

Podocarpus totara—Tōtara

Concrete
Concrete introduces neutral tones that attracts low stimuli to avoid sensory
overload. The material property of concrete works as a structural element,
the smooth surface can be particularly successful in the movement of curved
surfaces as well as provide a distinct contrast between rougher materials. The
textual presence of the material relates to the wider context of natural materials
and earthly solidity. Much like clay and earth, concrete retains the material
properties to moderate internal temperatures and acoustic insulation.

Juglans nigra—Black Walnut
Vitex lucens—Pūriri

Figure 140. Clay by Author

Figure 139. Timbers by Author
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Acoustic Panels
The soft textures of these panels can provide comfort to interior environments
that might be physically hard, portraying a distinct change to certain interior
spaces and elicit a quieter behaviour with contained activity. A mixture of
neutral tones and patterns gain cognitive responses with minimal pressure on
the mind. The functional purpose of these panels dampens and removes harsh
noise including reverberation, a potential to cause distress and distraction.
These panels are particularly successful within breakout spaces where the sense
of refuge and protection should be at the greatest.

Figure 143. Carpet by Author

Carpet
Carpet has the ability to contrast harder flooring, creating an environment that
is quieter and physically comfortable. It can provide a distinct understanding
to interior spaces and calmer social qualities associated with it. Neutral and
darker tones portray a warmer inviting environment particularly when sunlight
is involved.

Materials Through the Lens of Autism
Materials with neutral tones reduce hypersensitivity and over-stimulation. Soft
furnishings balanced with neutral tones portray an environment where safety
and calmness is present. Variety of textures have potential to aid learning
and sensory modulation, however, rough surfaces can portray a threat and
discomfort leading to distress and potentially pain.
Figure 142. Acoustic Panels by Author
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Figure 144. Zones on Site by Author

Key Zonal Relationships
Through the arrangement of environments and spaces, zonal layouts and
relationships can be defined and developed. These relationships will establish
the balance between function, experience and ultimately the quality of the
relationship between residential, communal and natural environments.
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Staff Facilities
Positioning these spaces between the residential environment and communal learning
spaces brings the supportive element of staff closer to families and their residence.

Therapy/Learning Spaces/Offices
Locating learning spaces adjacent to the North of the communal environment provides closer
visual proximity to residency where the greatest sense of refuge lies.

Therapy/Learning Spaces/Offices
Centralising these spaces stresses their importance and directs orientation
within the overall facility.

Dining and Kitchen Space
The dense presence of this environment is distilled by its foreground environment.

Dining and Kitchen Space
Coerces one to integrate with the surrounding environments through the circulation
journey.

Car Park
Obstruction of surrounding communal elements removes visual impact on
residential views.

Reception
Reception is located close to site entry to minimise impact of vehicles on site.

Reception
Reception should be the first interaction one has with the facility, the initial
experience will then not become overwhelming and maintain subtlety.

Car Park
Located furthest away from the residential environment to minimise unnatural views and
gain greater depth in views.

Staff Facilities
Located in close proximity to all surrounding communal providing functionality to
the overall environment.
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Communal Relationships Iteration One

Communal Relationships Iteration Two

Figure 145. Communal Relationships One by Author

Figure 146. Communal Relationships Two by Author
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Therapy/Learning Spaces/Offices
Splitting the environment of learning spaces into clusters removes confronting
characteristics and replaces it with more mentally manageable environments. It
allows view shafts to form gaining prospect from other environments.

Reception
Provides a medium space and barrier between the communal environment
and the arrival of vehicles and new guests.
Dining and Kitchen Space
Creates a barrier between the car park and occupied environments, its
Southern location provides close relationship to the stream making mundane
tasks such as eating much more significant.
Car Park
Located behind reception with close proximity to site entry reduces potential
stress as first interaction is met by a minor architectural element and minimal
social environment.
Staff Facilities
Holds a sense of isolation which is important within the high demand of a
support workers job. The location allows staff members to gain a temporary
escape during breaks and/or night shifts.

Communal Relationships Iteration Three
Figure 148. Communal Relationships Three by Author
Figure 147. Communal Relationships Perspective by Author
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Communal Relationship Findings
It can be understood that a balance between functionality and experience is
found by breaking larger into smaller divisions. The division of spaces results
in a less confronting experience, combined with greater spatial isolation and
connection to nature, this holds the potential to be calming. A wider spectrum
of social integration can be achieved through a range of isolation, this can
influence the program to separate group and social environments from private
calm environments.

Figure 149. Residential Zones by Author

Residential Layout
The residential environment should be separated into clusters to reduce
significant social environments and confrontation. Clusters have the potential
to integrate residents amongst sub-communities in smaller social increments
as a supportive tool. Clusters have the potential to separate the severity of
senses creating intimate environments undisturbed by stressful senses.
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Residential Relationships Iteration One
The first iteration explores how relatively equal clusters can form a perimeter
around the communal environment whilst aiming to maintain isolation and
prospect. Potential prospect is reduced through close proximity of two clusters,
a view shaft is affected through narrowing depth as two adjacent clusters
prevent the view to project outwards. This limits a wider range of depth and
interferes with potential prospect.

Residential Relationships Iteration Two
By splitting clusters further apart and bunching particular ones, diverging
view shafts are achieved. The hierarchy of view shafts must be balanced with
the proportion of the clusters to achieve overall balance of prospect and the
prevention in overwhelming prospect. Large clusters should receive a broader
range of prospect due to greater density and residents occupying the space,
smaller clusters therefore require less broad view shafts in relation to the
density of residents within them.

Figure 150. Residential Relationships One by Author
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Figure 151. Residential Relationships Two by Author
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Figure 152. Residential Relationships Three by Author

Residential Relationships Iteration Three
A wider scope of view shafts are achieved through hierarchy and balance of
clusters, visual interference within view shafts is minimal due to variation
between isolation and occupied building area. Topographical variation will
determine the success of isolation and prospect through variation in elevation
and natural division between space.
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Figure 153. Residential Relationships Perspective by Author

Active recreational space

Residential Master-plan

Figure 155. Initial Residential Masterplan by Author

Residential clusters are determined by the topography of the site so that ridges
within the site can divide clusters to gain isolation, protect view shafts and
prospect. Clusters reduce overall social confrontation within the residential
environment and provide a variety of view shafts and prospect through various
orientations. The intention of a small cluster on the North-East is to gain greater
isolation from stressors, however the proximity to a large adjacent plain and
recreational space introduces components that may impact the dwellings
negatively. By relocating these dwellings to an adjacent cluster, overall
proximity and spread is reduced and pathways that may have initially impacted
view shafts are removed.

Initial Master-plan

Figure 154. Initial Masterplan by Author
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Focal Point

Focal Point

Residential Masterplan
Topographical variation achieves isolation and privacy between residential
clusters. Ridges within the landscape provide dwellings with natural protection
and division from surrounding dwellings. Valleys direct orientation down
towards the stream and foreground prospect. Pathways circulate behind
dwellings to establish a great sense of visual depth without obstruction.
A distinct isolation from the communal environment provides dwellings with
a foundation that has minimal external social distractions and allows nature
to have immediate relationship with the dwelling. Interval pathways and
ha has are used to provide residents with shelter when travelling between
environments and these are used in intervals to protect view shafts and
prospect from obstruction. The pathways follow the flow of the topography in
an organic form to establish a visual flow and circulation that is relative to the
surroundings. A branch system is defined by hierarchy in path width which
establishes a visual understanding between main travel routes and private
‘driveway’ access routes.

Focal Point

Residential Clusters
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Figure 156. Developed Residential Masterplan by Author
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Refuge - The Dwelling
The greatest sense of refuge should lie within the walls of the dwelling. The
residential dwelling is an environment surrounded by physical protection
and security and a place to envelope family, friends and those one is familiar
with. Curved forms have the ability to direct circulation and offer a sense of
protection and ‘embracement’. Soft curves remove the harsh aspect of linear
intersections. They have the potential to divide environments through form and
eliminates the need of doors and thresholds. A gradient of sensitivities can be
achieved through ceiling height, spectrum of light, variation in density of mass
and balance between materiality. The dwelling should orientate the guest to
face the greatest sense of prospect and in turn increase the feeling of refuge.
The orientation and differentiation between residential zones have the ability
to create layers of refuge and ultimately a variation of prospect.
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Figure 157. Cave by Gian Reichmuth
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Gradient of Submersion

Refuge

Prospect

The submersion of dwellings portray the greatest form of refuge and reflects the neolithic approach of finding
refuge within caves. It provides a wider scope of senses within the interior environment and allows the overall
landscape to have minimal visual obstruction. A deeper scope of prospect and refuge can be achieved through a
gradient of interior volume as the spectrum of light and other potential distracting senses are broader. It helps
deliver flexibility to well-being where there are various spatial options where senses and psychology can be
manipulated to reduce stress.

Refuge - Submerged Dwelling Cross Section 1:250
Figure 158. Submerged Residential Dwelling by Author
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Breakout Space
The breakout space is located at the rear of the dwelling where protection
and enclosure is at its greatest potential due to its position which is under
the landscape. The submersion of residential dwellings creates a gradient
of privacy between prospect and refuge. The rear of the dwelling becomes
submerged, sunlight is minimal and density of surrounding mass removes
distractions of other senses.

Introducing curves soften the flow and circulation of the
physical environment and has the potential to offer a greater
sense of direction and circulation.

Figure 160. Introducing Curves by Author

Split Zones
Divided living zones create an overall environment that is defined by various living
conditions. The division of space allows a different range of senses to be confined and/or
expressed. A private quarter encourages softer senses whilst a social shared space expresses
them. Linear forms create harsh intersections where flow is not prominent. A
variation in floor elevation leads to a clearer understanding of spatial qualities.

Refuge - Residential Spatial Arrangement
Figure 159. Residential Spatial Arrangement by Author
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Private Space

Refuge

Refuge - Residential Iteration One

Isolated Space
Shared Space

Refuge - Residential Iteration One Plan 1:200
Figure 162. Residential Dwelling Iteration One Plan by Author

Curved forms provide soft direction where corners are soft and flow is prominent.
Convex curves have the ability to direct one and concave curves offer a sense
of comfort and embracement. The back section of the dwelling is sunk into
the landscape where a sense of privacy and refuge is important. A spectrum of
sensitivities is pronounced through a definition in spatial and social qualities.

Figure 161. Residential Dwelling Iteration One Perspective
by Author
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Entry from the Top
Entering from the top creates a threshold that is less physically confronting
than one at eye level or above. It holds the potential to reduce stress because
physical obstruction is minimal. The interaction with the landscape is subtle
and ultimately leads to an environment that has a greater sense of privacy
and refuge.

The second iteration explores an internal approach of circulation creating an
intersection of zones. A linear and traditional form of the hallway is long and
does not direct the user to a distinct interior destination. The absence of a
threshold at the end of the hallway can increase the experience of prospect
and destination when occupying the adjacent rooms. A physical split between
living environments allows diffuse light to enter the bathroom and gain cross
ventilation amongst the dwelling. This however creates an un-occupiable
external space that is uninviting and an interior outlook onto an adjacent wall.
The soffit of the roof is too small and has the potential to create a harsh interior
light and a larger over-hang is able to defuse direct light and create external
space that is more inviting to occupy.
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Refuge - Residential Iteration Two Plan 1:200

Refuge

Refuge - Residential Iteration Two

Figure 163. Residential Dwelling Iteration Two Plan by Author

Prospect
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Figure 164. Residential Dwelling Iteration Two Perspective by Author

Refuge - Residential Iteration Three
The element of prospect is pronounced through the orientation of interior
components. Modelling interior spaces around the direction of prospect and
views allows interior spaces to develop a greater sense of refuge and views
to be more direct and purposeful. A sunken lounge is where occupants can
feel supported and embraced within the shape of the furniture and results
in a larger opening at the front of the dwelling. The sunken floor enhances
prospect from the rear of the dwelling where both the dining and kitchen
have a clear view outward with minimal interference from those occupying the
lounge. The shape of the dining bar directs the view outwards creating a dining
experience that has the advantage of particular view shafts. The bedrooms
follow the same approach where the view determines the orientation of the
room. Implementing a round end to the hallway creates an intersection that
is less harsh than an abrupt linear end and an oculus in the ceiling promotes
this intersection as a destination and source of light for the hallway. Layers of
flooring distinguish spatial qualities and manipulate actions within a space.
Sunken flooring elicits quieter behaviour whilst raised flooring presents a more
active environment.

Channels help address focal points and introduce light into darker spaces. They
create a space that can be occupied in a compact form and direct ones attention
to a particular focus.

Refuge - Revised Residential Plan 1:200
Figure 165. Revised Residential Dwelling Plan by Author
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Lounge and Dining Space
Figure 166. Lounge and Dining Space by Author
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Northern Facing Dwellings

Southern Facing Dwellings

Due to the orientation of these dwellings, clerestory
windows are orientated North. The rare roof section is
elevated to achieve light penetration.

Clerestory windows are orientated North. The rare
roof section is lowered and front section raised to
achieve light penetration from the North.

Turf Roofs

Turf Roof

Turf Roof
Refuge

West Section of Northern Dwelling 1:150
Figure 167. West Section of Northern Dwelling by Author
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Prospect

Prospect

Green roofs allow the dwelling to blend in with the
landscape so the overall prospect of the landscape is
not obstructed.

Refuge

West Section of Southern Dwelling 1:150
Figure 168. West Section of Southern Dwelling by Author
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Refuge - Residential Material Palette 1:200
Figure 169. Residential Material Palette by Author
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Residential Hallway

Figure 170. Residential Hallway Material Palette by Author
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Residential Lounge and Kitchen
Figure 171. Residential Lounge and Kitchen Material Palette by
Author
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Isolated Residential Dwelling
Figure 172. Isolated Residential Dwelling by Author
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Figure 173. Residential Dwelling by Author

Groundskeeper
The respite facility must have a groundskeeper in order to maintain the
large property, buildings and potential animals on site. The residence for the
groundskeeper must be appropriate for them and potential family and friends
to stay 24/7. The location is isolated from the respite facility and the residents
of it, this not only provides privacy to both environments but also a more
suitable environment for the groundskeepers family to reside with minimal
disturbance.
The location of the dwelling will be positioned over the north-east ridge of
the site where the landscape provides a natural division between the facility
and residence. The ridge provides isolation and privacy between the two areas
whilst maintaining close proximity for direct connection to the facility. The
groundskeeper property cannot be viewed upon entrance to the respite due to
the ridge of the landscape. Fowler Access Road at the North of site provides a
potential separate access route to the property of the groundskeeper reducing
vehicular disturbance from the respite facility.

Proposed Groundskeeper Property

Figure 174. Proposed Groundskeeper Property image by Author
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Current roads and tracks
Groundskeeper property
Figure 175. Access Routes In and Around Site by Author
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Developing Communal Forms
The communal environment will contain a spectrum of senses as well as contrast within
program typologies that focus on one on one care, group care and family orientated
environments. Therapy and education will take place within these spaces centred around
natural assets and sensory modulation. The forms that represent this environment should
elicit orientation and protection as well as promoting a balance between social integration
and isolation.

Figure 176. Pig by Ameesh Morar
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Prospect

Refuge

Sunken and Raised Dwellings
A significant driver within the communal environment is the elevation between
dwellings. The proposed landscape of this environment is relatively flat
therefore the aspect of prospect and view shafts can be exploited through a
contrast in height of dwellings. Sunken dwellings have less visual obstruction
towards prospect and surrounding views than elevated dwellings, elevated
dwellings however express greater visual depth outwards. The combination of
both sunken and elevated forms can soften physical confrontation and blend
in with the environment with greater visual depth. Natural components such as
green roofs enhance the ability for dwellings to blend into the landscape. The
variety in elevation can provide distinct understanding of spatial qualities and
purposes which can control social settings.

Communal South-East Perspective

Figure 177. Sunken and Raised Dwellings by Author
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Decrease Elevation

Prospect

Increase Elevation

Refuge
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Communal Learning Space Southern Section
Figure 178. Sunken and Raised Dwellings Section by Author
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Cohesive Hierarchy

Branch System

Cohesion between varying volumes have the ability to manipulate
circulation; orientation and spatial understanding and function can be
achieved through hierarchy of size and volume. Smooth cohesive forms
appear less confronting as isolated singular modules.

A branch system within the communal environment is able to partially
isolate sub-environments from surrounding social distractions and
harsh senses. This system provides a channel in which circulation from
the residential environment can access all communal facilities with
little impact on branched learning spaces. A simple organic channel
guides one with little confusion to a destination marked by its hierarchy
amongst the environment.

Figure 179. Cohesive Hierarchy by Author
Figure 180. Branch System by Author
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Learning Space and Circulation Iteration One
Direction and orientation is established through an attractive organic
flow. The detached style of cohesion removes the sense of formality
ultimately reducing confrontation and promoting interaction. Access
ramps in the form of ‘branches appear harsh and detached
from the overall flow of the environment.

Prospect-Ginkgo Biloba

Refuge-Large Therapy/Learning Spaces
Refuge-Small Therapy/Learning Spaces

Refuge-Small Therapy/Learning Spaces

Partial Plan of Learning Spaces 1:1000
Figure 182. Learning and Therapy Spaces Iteration One Plan by
Author
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Figure 181. Learning and Therapy Spaces Iteration One by Author
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Learning Space and Circulation Iteration Two
Curved ramps that follow the flow and direction of masses and walkways maintain
cohesiveness and orientation. The branches of the ramps are subtle and less
confronting than perpendicular ones, surface area and occupiable space is saved as a
result, building platform size can therefore be reduced resulting in a greater balance
between mass, circulation space and natural landscape.

Prospect-Ginkgo Biloba
Refuge-Small Therapy/Learning Spaces
Refuge-Large Therapy/Learning Spaces
Refuge-Small Therapy/Learning Spaces
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Figure 183. Learning and Therapy Spaces Iteration Two by Author
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Figure 185. Developing The Communal Form by Author

Prospect-Ginkgo Biloba
Refuge-Large Therapy/Learning Spaces

Partial Plan of Learning Spaces 1:1000

Refuge-Small Therapy/Learning Spaces

Refuge-Small Therapy/Learning Spaces

Figure 184. Learning and Therapy Spaces Iteration Three Plan by Author
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Figure 186. Learning and Therapy Spaces Iteration Three by Author
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Turf roofs on all communal dwellings blend architecture
with the landscape creating greater prospect and depth
with less visual obstruction.

Moulded Landscape—Learning Spaces 1:1000
Figure 188. Moulded Landscape-Learning Spaces Plan by Author

Moulded Landscape
The landscape is moulded around the elevation of the
dwellings, creating a smooth transition between zones.
Smooth mounds and troughs allow occupants to transition
between the landscape and architecture easily through
subtle cohesion, this results in the flow of the landscape
and prospect to be smooth and less abrupt than detached
building platforms.

Learning Spaces
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Figure 187. Moulded Landscape-Learning Spaces by Author
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Prospect

Refuge
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Figure 189. Developed Learning Spaces by Author
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Staff Environment
Car park
Therapy/Learning Spaces
Reception/Consultation Rooms

The restaurant should be close to the communal
environment at a similar elevation to gain better and closer
functionality between staff, residents and the overall social
environment.

Swimming Pool
Sculptural Feature

Iteration Three

Iteration One

Barn Feature

Communal Hub
Figure 192. Iteration Three Communal Plan by Author

Figure 190. Iteration One Communal Plan by Author

Proposed Restaurant

Communal Masterplan

Restaurant
Barn
Communal Toilets

A division between communal programs removes the potential of
social environments conflicting with learning and therapy spaces. The
topography orientates direction and flow of the environment and divides
the staff environment with the learning environment by a small ridge.

Exotic tree species highlight a native backdrop, a balance between density
of trees and open space allows prospect to develop through visual depth.
The density of trees provides a barrier between various communal areas
and encloses spaces to increase the feeling of protection and refuge.

Centralise communal hub
and reception to gain greater
proximity

Iteration Two
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Figure 191. Iteration Two Communal Plan by Author

Iteration Four

Figure 193. Iteration Four Communal Plan by Author
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Revised Communal Masterplan
The developed masterplan represents an environment that highlights natural
arrangements and connections. The communal environment is divided into
spaces that control a gradient of social qualities and a spectrum of sensitivities.
Prospect is achieved through native arrangements highlighted by exotic trees
as well as rural forms such as barns and water which are expressed through
surrounding orientations of buildings and pathways. The communal hall is
positioned within the centre of the environment to create a core destination for
residents. It can be occupied as a destination for activity and social integrationits vibrant function contrasting the adjacent learning and therapy spaces.
A gradient of size and volume within learning spaces is designed for a range of
social functions that include one on one and group based situations.
Adjustments were made throughout the development of the communal plan to
create closer proximity and control between spaces. Proximity prevents weather
from significantly impacting transportation and circulation between spaces
and closer connection to a wider range of spaces allows the areas to be easily
accessible. The arrangement of trees create a visual barrier between spaces as
well as a damper of sound. This also divides and isolates zonal functions from
spaces that may be sensitive.

Communal Zones 1:1000
Figure 195. Communal Zones by Author

Site Plan 1:2000
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Figure 194. Developed Site Plan by Author

Staff Environment

Therapy/Learning Spaces

Communal Hub

Barn

Car Park

Reception/Consultation Rooms

Restaurant

Communal Toilets

Communal Plan 1:750
Figure 196. Communal Plan by Author
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Eastern Section 1:500 243
Figure 197. Eastern Section by Author
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Northern Section 1:500 245
Figure 198. Northern Section by Author

Interval Shelters
Interval shelters prevent harsh weather from significantly affecting
transportation and circulation through the facility. Interval shelters
do not significantly impact the overall prospect of the environment
through unnatural form, materiality and visual obstruction. View
shafts are protected through ha-has/trenches and allow circulation
to be sunk and hidden within the landscape. Golf carts are used
as a mode of transport around the scope of the facility which
allow occupants to get to and from environments with less physical
pressure. It supports the prevention of harsh weather affecting
circulation and protecting view shafts from permanent shelters and
structures.
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Interval Shelters Site Plan
Figure 199. Interval Shelters Site Plan by Author

Pathway Intervals 247

Figure 200. Interval Shelters by Author

Figure 203. Location Plan by Author

Refuge - Small Flexible Therapy & Learning Spaces

Prospect

Small-scale therapy and education spaces are intended as a one on one area for
staff and residents. When not occupied by residents the dwelling adjusts to an
office space for staff to work. The architecture enhances a sense of comfort and
protection by introducing curves and sunken floors. Each room has access to a
private external space where therapy and learning can take place involving a
physical connection to natural elements with minimal social distractions.

Refuge

Refuge - Small Flexible Therapy & Learning Space
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Figure 201. Small Flexible Therapy & Learning Space by Author

Partition walls between communal dwellings create privacy and obstruct
potential harsh and direct light. Irregular voids create patterns within the form
and shadows as well as drawing attention towards the physical object and
patterns.

Small Flexible Therapy & Learning Space 1:50

Figure 202. Small Flexible Therapy & Learning Space Plan by Author
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Prospect

Refuge
Figure 204. Location Plan by Author

Refuge - Larger Therapy & Learning Spaces
Larger spatial volumes trigger a free and abstract approach to thinking and
acting due to the psychological interpretation of less confined perimeters.
These are intended for smaller groups as opposed to one on one care; the
space must provide flexibility between greater volume and confined, enclosed
space. Sunken floors and nooks have the potential to influence quieter
behaviour and escape from the immediate environment.
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Larger Therapy & Learning Spaces 1:150

Figure 205. Large Therapy & Learning Spaces Plan by Author

Refuge - Larger Therapy & Learning Space251
Figure 206. Large Therapy & Learning Space by Author

Acoustic & Textured Panels
Textured panels have the ability to dampen sound within the room particularly
around the cubby-nooks. Textures encourage interaction amongst the space
and the introduction of soft furnishings enhance the sense of comfort. Patterns
can be introduced onto the surface as a learning tool, neutral earth tones evoke
a sense of nature and occupy the mind with little pressure.

Hard Furnishings
Hard materials can contrast spatial qualities and elicit different behaviour
to soft furnishings. Neutral tones and vernacular materiality has a direct
connection to the natural surroundings and causes minimal stress.

Figure 208. Small Therapy & Learning Space Hard Materials by Author

Soft Furnishings
Carpet and furnishings such as bean-bags into sunken floor areas introduce
quiet, subtle spatial qualities through the comfort of soft textures. Darker
neutral tones develop a sense of depth and warmth that can be further aided
by sunlight.
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Figure 207. Large Therapy & Learning Space Soft Materials by Author
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Initial Reception and Consultation Rooms

Prospect

The reception are is adjacent to the original entrance of the site. The proximity
to the entrance means that vehicles do not impact nor interfere with the facility
through sound, smell or sight. The proximity upon entrance and exit provides
a distinct spatial understanding and destination before or after travelling.
Consultation rooms allow families to meet staff for a better understanding and
relationship before education and therapy takes place within the program, the
rooms also act as an escape and protection from social stresses of the reception
when multiple families arrive or occupy the reception at the same time.
Surrounding ecology is a focal point and portrays a calm, natural environment
with minimal distractions. Shifting the position of this environment
allows the overall communal environment to be more compact and
functional in terms of circulation.

Refuge

Figure 210. Location Plan, by Author

Reception and Consultation Plan First Iteration 1:500
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Reception and Consultation Approach
Figure 209. Reception and Consultation Approach, by Author

Figure 211. Reception and Consultation Plan First Iteration, by Author
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Figure 213. Location Plan by Author

Revised Reception and Consultation Rooms

Refuge

The revised location of the reception is closer in proximity within the facility,
which means pedestrian circulation is physically easier. The reception
environment and trees provide a barrier between vehicles and the overall
facility. The reception and consultation rooms directs focus towards the overall
environment to gain a distinct understanding and threshold before proceeding
into the respite facility. A close connection to the stream and element of water
aids in relaxing the mind during the confronting transition into an unfamiliar
environment. Dense ecology around these spaces provides a barrier between
surrounding communal spaces and reception and reduces noise and visual
interference that may be confronting and stressful.
Revised Reception and Consultation Plan

1:500

Figure 214. Revised Reception and Consultation Plan by Author
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Figure 212. Reception Approach Upon Entry, by Author
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Reception
The reception is the first interaction the visitor has with the respite so the space
must be comfortable and non-confronting. Soft furniture and large floor to
ceiling views looking out towards trees and the stream occupies and stimulates
senses with little pressure. The space is designed as a calm space between
arrival and consultation where guests will spend a very brief period waiting
with toilets available. A division between the space provides staff with a small
office area at the rear for administration. Large floor to ceiling windows provide
staff and guests with a great view out to the immediate ecology.

Consultation Room
Consultation rooms allow families and staff members to gain a personal
connection and relationship before proceeding into the wider environment.
The rooms are a chance for questions to be asked and are arranged in a
direct-meeting format. The spaces are designed to create the sense of safety
and protection from external social stresses. Containment allows attention to
be focused and individuals to build a foundation of trust with staff members
with minimal external distractions. Flexibility of soft informal furniture and
formal desk layouts provide options for the visitors. Minimal openings exist
within these spaces to remove external distractions and stresses and to extract
a feeling of protection.

Reception Plan 1:100
Figure 215. Reception Plan by Author
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Consultation Room Plan 1:100
Figure 216. Consultation Room Plan by Author
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The Barn
The quintessential NZ barn is a rural visual icon, typically highlighted in a
deep red colour which holds a strong element of prospect. Education and
sensory modulation can take place centred around interaction with animals.
A detached proximity to the communal environment provides animals with
appropriate space to roam and highlights the barn as a focal point which
creates surrounding depth and view shafts for communal and residential
dwellings.

Figure 217. Location Plan by Author

Prospect

Refuge
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Barn Plan 1:750

Figure 218. Barn Plan by Author

Figure 219. The Barn by Author
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The Initial Restaurant

Prospect

Figure 221. Location Plan by Author

The restaurant is located on the edge of the stream where the dining
experience is enhanced and water can reduce stresses of social surroundings
through sensory stimulation. The semi-circular form orientates ones focus
outwards towards the prospect of the stream. Circular booths divide dining
spaces, separating stresses and the confrontation of surrounding families.
They also project ones focus outwards whilst creating intimacy, protection and
isolation within the space with orientation towards familiar family and friends.
The back of house facilities are small and do not offer adequate space for
staff or storage and should be developed.

Refuge

Initial Restaurant Plan 1:500
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Figure 220. The Initial Restaurant by Author

Figure 222. Initial Restaurant Plan by Author
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The Revised Restaurant

Figure 224. Location Plan by Author

Prospect

The approach to the restaurant is aided by the extension of back of house
facilities. A feature wall adjacent to the entrance guides one to a threshold that
projects out to the stream. Back of house space has separate access for goods
and staff coming and going. Separate toilet facilities and break space removes
the confrontation of staff from the dining environment. Layers of outdoor space
project over the stream to develop an al-fresco dining experience that directly
connects the guest to natural elements offering an escape from confined
interior space. The dining environment also has the flexibility to adjust to a less
socially confronting buffet or waitered table dining experience.

Figure 225. Restaurant Approach by Author

Larger Back of house space

Refuge
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Figure 223. The Revised Restaurant by Author

Al Fresco Dining

Revised Restaurant Plan 1:500
Figure 226. Revised Restaurant Plan by Author
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The Initial Communal Hub
The communal hub is a place of social integration and aims to build social
interaction through a spectrum of activities designed to build confidence
and bring the surrounding community together in a heightened social
environment. The location is detached, the hub should be centred
within the overall communal environment as a destination for all.
It is a place for storage for further outdoor activities and equipment.
Figure 227. Location Plan

Refuge
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Initial Communal Hub Plan 1:500
Figure 228. Initial Communal Hub Plan by Author

Prospect
Initial Communal Hub267

Figure 229. Initial Communal Hub by Author

Figure 233. Location Plan by Author

Figure 231. Communal Hub Material Palette by Author

The Revised Communal Hub
The hub is centred within the communal environment. A large opening in
the ceiling connects users with natural light, tree-tops and the sky and a thick
lip around the opening defuses the impact of direct sunlight. Soft materials
are used within the sunken floor to enhance the senses of comfort, support
and quiet behaviour. Partition walls are split to provide space for books and
other objects as well as contrasting floor to ceiling windows with a slim linear
aperture. The space is a destination for diverse cultures and ages to come
together to integrate, learn and enjoy games and activities together immersed
in surrounding trees.

Communal Hub
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Figure 230. Communal Hub Interior by Author

Revised Communal Hub Plan 1:500

Figure 232. Revised Communal Hub Plan by Author
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The sleeping facilities are paired with private en suites to provide staff with
privacy and comfort during night-time periods. An increase in elevation
between the staff hub and bedrooms develops a greater visual depth and
prospect from the bedrooms. The staff hub consists of a sunken lounge and
kitchen paired with bathrooms. The space opens out to where staff can relax
outdoors under the canopy of the roof with direct proximity to the adjacent
stream and native bush.
Figure 234. Location Plan by Author

Staff Bedrooms 1:100

Figure 236. Staff Bedrooms Plan by Author

The Staff Environment
Staff must have an environment where they can escape from work and
residents during breaks and after shifts. These spaces must also offer sleeping
facilities for staff members required to stay during night shifts and a hub where
they can cook, eat and lounge. The location of this area is positioned over a
small eastern ridge in the communal environment.

Staff Hub 1:100
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Staff Environment 1:500

Figure 235. Staff Environment Site Plan by Author

Figure 237. Staff Hub Plan by Author
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Figure 242. Location Plan by Author

Refuge

Refuge

Figure 238. The Initial Swimming Pool by Author

Figure 240. The Revised Swimming Pool by Author

The Initial Swimming Pool

The Revised Swimming Pool

The swimming pool is detached from the communal environment and
located on the edge of the stream. An adjacent large flat plain develops an
environment that portrays activity and recreation so the pool and field become
a destination that is expressed through physical activity and escape from the
confinement of internal spaces. Layers of platforms establish interval space
between path and pool - this can be occupied as a place of relaxation and
retreat.

Proximity to the stream is highlighted through an infinity edge that blends
the two environments together. A secure boundary of walls enclose the
environment. A linear wall combined with manipulated landscape creates a
natural wall and bank that can be occupied as a ‘grandstand’ for families and
sun bathers. In contrast to this boundary an organic wall subtly slithers through
the adjacent trees to enclose the space.

Initial Swimming Pool Plan 1:1000
Figure 239. Initial Swimming Pool Plan by Author
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Revised Swimming Pool Plan 1:1000

Figure 241. Revised Swimming Pool Plan by Author
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Summary
The process of design was centred around prospect and refuge and the
connection between human and nature. A development of both internal and
external arrangements and orientation ignited a spectrum of spaces that have
gradients of connection to natural and social spaces. The relationship between
building and landscape is crucial to evoke the greatest sense of refuge and
tranquillity. Treating the landscape as a component that can be manipulated
allows flow and prospect to be enhanced through the preservation of view
shafts and visual depth. Orientation of dwellings and internal furnishings
portray a great sense of refuge through expressed visual depth and prospect. A
variation in elevation and volume manipulates visual depth and elicits a variety
of cognitive responses. Harmony between architecture, landscape, senses and
visual depth evokes a great sense of refuge where an architecturally supportive
foundation can aid and offer respite to those affected by autism.

Site Plan 1:2000
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Figure 243. Site Plan by Author
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6.0 CONCLUSION
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Conclusion
This research investigation strives to build a foundation of understanding with
components to develop a respite in the rural landscape. Research was centred
around the relationship between humans and nature with methods and key
concepts used to benefit health and well-being. The awareness of neutralising
the stresses that are involved with the condition of autism was crucial to this
project.
Respite facilities in New Zealand are inadequate for the numbers of disabled
residents. Families, friends and individuals affected by autism have very few
options for respite that is purpose-built for them.
Roger S. Ulrich, Stephen R. Keller’s, Simon Humphrey’s, Gary T Moore and
Jay Appleton are key theorists who have had particular significance on the
development of this project. English geographer, Jay Appleton’s theory of
prospect and refuge was key in developing a successful connection between
building, humans and the natural world. Prospect and refuge enables
one to fell safe and secure.137 It is particularly important within a rural
respite environment for autism as it allows social confrontation and stress
to be removed whilst directing attention towards the relaxants of natural
surroundings.
Numerous case studies identified ways and strategies to connect humans
with the natural world.138 These studies identified programme, biophilic
strategies, salutogenic strategies and ways in which autism can be supported
by architecture.

Figure 244. Kite Flying by Author
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137
Jay Appleton, “The Experience of Landscape,” (Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley,
1996).
138
Edward Osborne Wilson, “Biophilia and the Conservation Ethic,” in The
Biophilia Hypothesis, (Washington, D.C: Island Press, 1993), 32.

Simon Humphrey’s Mifne Clinic addresses autism through shapes and
psychological manipulation that elicit safety, protection and projection through
concave and convex shapes of a curve. This precedent was significant in the
development of the residential dwelling and gradient of isolated, private
and shared space. Vinpearl Resort and Spa balances clusters around a central
communal area. Privacy and sub environments are developed through this
approach. Gary T. Moore’s theory of campus-like plans reinforce the social
benefits of clusters scattered around communal spaces.139 The typology of
clusters balanced with communal spaces portray a facility that has functionality,
a strong sense of privacy and sub environments which are socially less
confronting and distracting. Rousham by William Kent was influential in
developing an understanding of subtle landscape manipulation, defining
prospect and view shafts in a natural flow which gains a greater connection
with wider ecologies. Ha has and trenches are used as pathways on site to
remove visual obstructions. Dwellings follow a similar approach where forms
are sunk and raised around the land to create greater overall visual depth and a
sense of protection from the surrounding landmass.

The design reflects the impact nature has upon human beings as it encourages
a healthy connection to the natural world through visual depth whilst
promoting harmony between landscape and architecture. The link with nature
and programmes oriented to a rural setting, ameliorate the daily stresses
associated with autism and promote refuge and respite through both natural
elements and architecture. Clusters within an environment of social, residential
and community elements, provide support whilst the gradient of space
benefits those with the varieties and sensitivities of autism.
In summary, this investigation is aimed at providing support to those affected
by autism through respite, promoting well-being while removing the stresses
and hypersensitivities associated with it. The project has the potential to
influence the development of further facilities for autism, as well as promote
further respite facilities for a variety of physical and mental health conditions.
The benefits on health is immense, including better and faster recoveries
during treatment, so the pure form of the rural environment can influence
overall well-being and health within many different disciplines and conditions.

How can architecture in the rural landscape support those affected by autism?
The site at 400 Weranui Road in Waiwera has qualities that allow architecture
to be assisted by a variety of topography – its natural density, ridges, flat plains
and natural focus points. The 32 hectare site has the ability to isolate clusters
and dwellings through its proximity and topographical variation. Being only
35kms from Auckland’s CBD minimises travel stress, while nearby towns and
beaches provide opportunities for day to day excursions as part of the everyday
programme of the facility. A sense of prospect and natural focal points include
a strong element of water which emerges as one within the environment and
helps remove daily stress. People with autism and its effects can be influenced
by a connection to nature so the site orientates ones perspective towards
immediate natural assets to ease the mind and promote positive cognitive
responses.
139
Gary T. Moore, Carol G. Lane, Ann B. Hill, Uriel Cohen, and Tim McGinty,
“Campus-Plan Concept For Very Large Centres,” Center for Architecture and Urban
Planning Research Books, 33, (May, 1979): 197.
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